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from the editor
remember paper calendars? Remember the laminated ones designed
to fit into your pocket or your purse? There were usually kittens on the
cover. Sometimes puppies or flowers, but mostly kittens.
In the back of these calendars, there were a lot of helpful hints—
measurement conversions and information about time zones, but my
favorite section was the list of monthly gemstones and flowers, the appropriate gifts for specific anniversaries.
For years now, this information—and calendars, for that matter—has
been digital, and if people need to check how many quarts are in a gallon or June’s gem, they pick up their phones and search any of the vast
number of websites designed to teach us unmannered and unskilled the
complexities of table setting and basic home repair.
These sites, without the charm of laminated, pink-tongued kittens,
will still consistently tell you that the traditional tenth anniversary gift is
made of tin or aluminum.
When I think about tin, I think about roofs in Texas where I grew
up. I think about the rust that gathers and runs along the corrugations.
I think about the way these tin roofs will curl up in tornadoes and the
sometimes worse straight-line winds. Like a sardine can, you’ll hear people say.
Tin seems like a strange anniversary present, doesn’t it? But keep reading on these sites, and you’ll find that the idea is flexibility. The point,
symbolized in the aluminum’s very ability to curl, is not to break.
This year, Raleigh Review is proud to celebrate our tenth anniversary,
and all the changes that come with a decade of dedication, hard work,
some smarts, and a lot of love. This year, our long-time (and yes, absolutely fearless) editor and publisher, Rob Greene, will focus entirely on
the production of our journal. Bryce Emley and I are leaving our posts as

poetry and fiction editors to work together as editors guiding the artistic
vision of the journal. Leah Poole Osowski and Jessica Pitchford will be
moving into the roles of poetry editor and fiction editor, respectively. In
the coming year, we’ll likely welcome some new staff members. We’ve
said goodbye to some here at Raleigh Review, too, but none was a more
painful loss than our friend Geri Digiorno, whose powerful artwork has
graced the cover of our journal for years now. You’ll find our special tribute to Geri in Rob’s publisher’s note.
Here, too, in Raleigh Review 10.1, we’re proud to celebrate the results
of our first flash fiction contest. Perhaps there is no better time than one
of transition to celebrate a written form that, at its core, works to capture a singular moment with the concision of poetry while honoring the
narrative that is the heart of fiction. Our winning contest entry, “The
Museum of Forgotten Emotions” by Alexander Weinstein, explores
the notion of cataloguing and memorializing as it relates not to what
is remarkable about our culture but what is entirely, heartbreakingly
normal. “The Museum of Forgotten Emotions” isn’t interested in the
priceless work of art or the ancient urn or the garment worn by a celebrity. This museum peddles in what some would call trash, the things we
crumple and discard, and it is these items that become the true relics of
experience, of memory. In reading Weinstein’s beautiful piece, I can’t
help but feel that Raleigh Review is its own kind of museum, a literary
space seeking art that portrays the normal, the regular, and, by careful,
thoughtful craft, conjures the magical, the beauty of the self and one
another.
In these stories, poems, and artwork, you might recognize your family
or people a lot like them. You might remember or anticipate the feeling
of losing a parent. Or maybe, like us, you’ll identify with the pressures
and expectations of society and culture, a concept that seems especially
resonant as I’m writing this note at the beginning of a new year, when
there is so much we want and so much wanted of us.
The calendar, digital or laminated, has turned, and there have been
some shifts in our masthead, but here at Raleigh Review, our goals remain steadfast—to publish the work we love, to share the writing and
the art that moves us, that changes us in some fundamental way.
Over the holidays, my husband Adam and I made the long trip back

to Texas. We spent the night in Demopolis, Alabama. Back on the road
the next morning, we were only a few miles from the hotel when I
started seeing trees uprooted. “Look at those trees,” I said, like you do
when you’re traveling and seeing something you’re not quite sure how
to interpret, which in most cases ends up being just about everything. So
the uprooted trees and then, in another still-standing tree, a trampoline
bent and hung in the branches. And then a house with a tarp over a
peeled-up roof.
And then we remembered—the tornadoes. We’d seen the news reports about a rash of storms tearing through the South just days before.
But as we passed by that morning, the people were out; they were rebuilding. They were firing up the chainsaws. They were repairing the
roofs.
Those websites, they’ll tell you that if it’s jewels you’re after, you’ll
want to celebrate the tenth anniversary with a diamond. Meh. That’s a
little fancy for us, a little too expected. We say bring us your beer cans.
Bring us your old road signs. Bring us your mailboxes, your ladders, your
screen door, and that part of the roof the tornado thumbed open. Give
us your tin, and let’s throw a party because we’re still here, and we’re far
from breaking. This is a year of celebration for Raleigh Review and all
of our contributors, past, present, and future. Consider this your invitation.
				

				

Landon Houle, co-editor

from the publisher
raleigh review has always made empathy a main ingredient in the editorial process, and for us at least, it’s not just a keyword or catchphrase
or lip service to win grants and awards, or anything we take lightly. As
we consider our neighbors around the globe, we are out to get through
to nonreaders as well as readers. When writers and magazines consider
the nonreaders as part of their audience, and if the nonreaders are respected (and even considered in the equation enough to want to win
them over), the number of readers grows exponentially for everyone,
which can make for a better world overall. That’s what we mean in our
mission statement.
As we go into our tenth year, it is a somber time for us with Raleigh
Review, as we lost Geri Digiorno back in December. Geri’s covers are
adored by so many, and she helped Raleigh Review by contributing her
visual art to our magazine for the last decade. I’m glad to report that we
have high-quality copies of almost all her work. We will miss her, though
her spirit, her strength, and her sassiness live on through her visual art
and in her poetry, and in the lives of those she’s touched. Raleigh Review
would not be possible without the many writers, visual artists and poets
who have trusted us with their work over the last decade.
Empathy and our high standards of ethics are why Raleigh Review
is still here. Raleigh isn’t the friendliest place for poets. I recall our first
days in our loft in Raleigh’s Five Points neighborhood. At our events
we met a lot of interesting artists and nonartists alike. Some were there
for the art and some were there just for the free food. We met those who
respected us, and we showed those who despised us the door pretty
quickly. Our events in the loft were like no others around, but still, when
one fills out a loan application, there is no field for number of lives saved
or friendships made or hours volunteered or publications produced.

The world wants actual figures and results, so allow me to provide some
actuals here.
Not only does our work on Raleigh Review help us and those we publish land jobs, there is absolutely no greasing of palms allowed when it
comes to our magazine, there is no tit for tat or anything like that, and
there is absolutely no quid pro quo. Raleigh Review thrives because we
believe in meritocratic principles. If the university admissions scandals
of 2019 can teach us anything, it is that success can be leased through the
ranks of the elite. At the same time, longevity in the literary arts cannot
be purchased, as the long-term success of any writer or publication depends on the future generations of readers.
That said, I thank the many wonderful friends and leaders who have
stayed with us for much of the last decade. I also want to recognize those
who came in and worked for a few years to help Raleigh Review in areas
where we were weak, so in the list at the end of this issue I am listing the
former staff members who made significant contributions to our publication.
Landon Houle’s and Bryce Emley’s genre teams have remained pretty
much intact throughout much of our time together, making it apparent
that their promotions to co-editors are what is best for Raleigh Review
and the communities we serve. We are honored to have such talent, so I
tip the brim of my karakul hat to Landon and Bryce, who are now our
editors. We all have our sights on the next issue, and we never look past
that point. We take it one day and one issue at a time, and that is another
reason Raleigh Review is still here.
				

				

Rob Greene, publisher

annie woodford

a song for the daughters of europa
Every time we pass that pasture
I point out the bull to my daughter,
who was never taught to know a bull
and therefore to spot one, when
needed, in a field of cows. But once
you’ve seen one, they will always stand out—
the massive neck, the muscled shoulders
more dangerous than any female Angus.
I name the bull for Granny, who named them
for me and believed in the red myth
and in getting over the nearest fence
fast as you can. I know now
this was her only way, the lesson
pressed in by the little stones
of her eyes. I see the girl she must have been,
her fine, hay-straw hair, like mine,
barely holding a rag curl,
her canvas sneakers well-washed

remembering geri digiorno | maxie

but still stained with mud.
She is out in the dawn, an hour before
school, where she is the fastest
at math. She’s calling down the milk
cow, the copper penny leaves of the locust tree,
her footprints left in frost. Once she grabbed
my hand just as she grabbed the electric
fence and, when the shock passed
through her and into me, she laughed.

3

kyce bello

repurposing
We were quarantined by winter’s overwhelming
white and had vertigo because the snow
was the same color as the fog and we couldn’t
find our feet. It became a spectacle, trying
to find which way pointed which way.
We made other mistakes. The twins were born,
and nobody stitched hats for their tiny wrinkled heads.
At least we had radishes to sliver into moons and lay,
burning, on the tongue. The last words I spoke
were slurred the way lace meshes fabrics
into dainty but unbreakable bolts of cloth.
We made a dozen jackets and handed them out
at stoplights. Reached our hands into the mist and felt
them grow lighter as the heavy garments were lifted
by invisible hands attached to people we couldn’t see.

winner of the flash fiction contest

alexander weinstein
the museum of
forgotten emotions
it’s altogether possible that the lack of historical records at The Museum of Forgotten Emotions was orchestrated by its founders so that
the possession of its growing gallery would be passed from curator to
curator without notation. A key was placed in the new custodian’s palm,
along with instructions for opening and closing the doors, and they were
welcomed to the washroom and bedroom where they were to make their
home. The last known curator dates back to 1976, when a baker was
given the keys. She added to its holdings, dusted its cases, changed light
bulbs, and began to charge a small entry fee.
That the curator was chosen for her insignificance is indicative of the
museum itself, which can be said to hold nothing spectacular. Among
the museum’s holdings one finds: wrinkled baseball cards, a broken bot-
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tle, train tickets, glow-in-the-dark stickers, eggshells, a tarnished ring, a
handful of dirt, a joy buzzer, sackcloth, ashtrays, worn sneakers, candy
wrappers, faded newspapers, a withered tulip. And yet the collection has
an uncanny ability to remind us of memories we’d thought extinct. A
small plastic top brings a vision of a cold winter’s day when we were six:
The frost on the windows was beautiful in the morning light, and we
spun the toy against the windowpane over and over, watching the street
for our father’s return. A tube of chapstick reminds us of a woman we
once loved who’d placed the balm by our bedside table. It’s not uncommon to find visitors weeping from the displays. We look at the item in
front of them—a ragged stuffed toy, a bottle cap, a tissue—and shrug
our shoulders. The display holds no ghosts of old lovers, childhoods, or
fleeting friendships for us. It’s nothing more than one of the many items
we pass in our daily travels, common in its insignificance. But then we
come across a pair of shoelaces and recall our favorite sneakers in elementary school, or see the dog-eared copy of a paperback lent to us by a boy
in college, and our heart comes to rest before the exhibit.
Those who visit the museum often find a different world upon exiting. A bus stop carries the outline of a man we once kissed; the leaves
scurrying along the sidewalk remind us of being pulled by our sister in a
red wagon on an autumn day. It must be these realizations which lead us
to package up our trinkets, unused coffee cups, chewed up pencils, and
spare pennies and send them to the museum—where the curator spends
most of her day unpacking boxes and finding new spaces for the smallest
items we send her way. And we are all drawn back to the museum. We
stand gazing at the new displays, discovering our own lives as if for the
first time. ◆

remembering geri digiorno | little mary at the playhouse lounge
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flash fiction contest runner-up

alexander steele
cezanne
this was the situation: A year ago Cabaner commissioned me to
make a painting. He wasn’t doing too well—hacking up yellow phlegm
into his handkerchief—and when I asked him about the specifics for the
painting, he waved me away. Okay. I cashed the check.
That weekend I went with Fortuné to the countryside. She showed
me a lot of rocks.
“I’m not interested in rocks,” I said. “I’m interested in painting.”
To her credit, she showed me some things she thought I would be interested in: cave paintings and some crushed skulls and bits of fossilized
bone. She said that the bits of bone were proof that God did not exist.
“Can I paint this?” I asked.
“Okay,” she said. “Just don’t move anything. It’s archaeological.”

8

I set up my easel, and when she went out to smoke a cigarette, I moved
a few things around, and then I painted furiously.
during that trip I became interested in the layers of the earth, whether
the landscape could be reconstructed by putting one layer of paint on
top of another.
“Of course it can,” Fortuné said.
“Yes,” the Parrot said. “Of course it can.”
There’s debate over who the Parrot belongs to. Fortuné says it belongs
to me. I say it belongs to her. But neither can remember where it came
from.
The apartment is a mess. I’ve filled it with statues and canvases and
jars of paint and pallets and sawdust. Fortuné has filled it with birds’
nests and branches and stones and moss and leaves and skulls and bones
and baskets of pinecones. One time I painted a whole bunch of these
objects as realistically as I could and then threw the real objects away. I
left the canvases in their place, and she still hasn’t noticed.
But I’m getting away from myself: I painted a wonderful landscape
for Cabaner, and I gave it to him.
“What the fuck is this?” he said when he saw it.
I said it was the world stripped bare and made anew.
“Did you let Fortuné convince you that God doesn’t exist?” he grumbled, but he accepted it in the end. And that was the last time I saw
him—he died two weeks later.
“Damn,” I said when I heard the news. The man had really been a
patron of the arts.
“Damn,” the Parrot said.
but things were about to get worse. I got an email saying that Cabaner had named me artistic executor of his estate.
Fortuné was excited when she heard the news. “Maybe that means
you get to spend his money on art.”
No such luck. It turned out Cabaner was broke. My job as executor
was to find a home for his art collection. He’d tried to leave it to three
different museums, but none of them wanted it.
“What can I do about it?” I asked.

alexander steele
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“Only your best,” Fortuné said.
“Will you help me?” I asked. She shook her head and said that she had
some exploring to do.
“But that stuff’s a million years old. Can’t it wait?”
“Fair enough,” she said. “Really it’s just I don’t give a shit about art.”
“Shit about art!” squawked the Parrot. So I took him instead.
There was only enough money to rent a U-Haul for one day. I loaded
it up with all the art in Cabaner’s place, which was stuffed full of canvases and sculpture. There was even a fox skeleton that I was pretty sure
belonged to Fortuné.
I had a list of galleries. I drove to the first one, but when I opened up
the back of the U-Haul the owner laughed in my face and walked away.
Then I did the same thing several more times. After that I ignored the
list and started driving aimlessly around the city. My phone buzzed and I
saw that I had a message from Fortuné—Found fossil proof God’s nonexistence. Please call ASAP.
A few times I stopped the truck and went into a deli or a bodega to
see if the owners would be interested in some art. “It’s free,” I said. “Just
looking for a good home.” But mostly I talked to cashiers, and they just
shrugged. One guy started talking to me about the big visions he had for
the art. How he’d put it up all over the walls of the restaurant. But then
I realized that he wasn’t the owner, he was a line cook.
When I got back to the truck, the Parrot was gone. I tried to call it,
but we’d never given it a name aside from “the Parrot,” and I would have
sounded pretty stupid wandering in the street yelling, “The Parrot! The
Parrot!” It started raining. I walked down the block and then another
and another, looking anywhere I thought the Parrot might have gone. It
rained harder. I turned around and looked at the truck. It was tiny in the
distance. I’d rented it on Cabaner’s credit card, and I knew he didn’t care.
If anything, he would have cared about the art that I was abandoning
because he was convinced that someday his collection would be worth
millions. I hoped he was right and that somebody would find the truck
and get rich. Maybe the ambitious line cook. But I knew I wouldn’t be
that person.
It was a long walk home. I was drenched by the time I stomped up the
stairs. The hallway was stuffed with the things that overflowed from the

10
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apartment. Bikes and a kayak and canvases and a tree stump. I opened
the door. The first thing I saw was the Parrot.
“He knocked on the window!” Fortuné said. “I thought he lost you.”
“I lost him,” I said. “I lost the truck.”
“You lost the truck?”
“Well, I left it behind.”
“Sometimes,” Fortuné said, “that’s the best you can hope to do.” ◆

alexander steele
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flash fiction contest runner-up

sarah hardy
the year of
transformation
the year began on the day she realized there was something wrong
with her clothes. A favorite shirt no longer suited her. She put it in the
giveaway box with her children’s outgrown shoes. The next day she had
tried and discarded nine outfits before she left for the office. By the end
of the week, her closet was almost empty.
She started making changes throughout the house. She switched
soaps and shampoos for other brands and scents. By month’s end, her
daughters, without knowing why, felt the freshness that comes with new
places, though they were bathing in the same tub and sleeping in the
same princess sheets. Each night her husband dreamed of travel in distant but civilized lands.
But she felt she needed something more. One morning she pushed

12

the couch away from the wall and left it in the middle of the room. After
work, she got her family to help her rearrange the den. She called in sick
to paint the bathroom a dark underwater blue. Each time she walked
through the house, objects seemed to move in her wake. Pictures migrated down hallways. Houseplants grew in unexpected corners. New
pillows and lamps appeared out of nowhere.
Her family understood that the details of home could no longer
be counted on. She served them strange dishes cooked with spices she
hadn’t used before. She sold the swing set and a set of china. She gave
away a television, two armchairs, and the kitchen table. She bought new
curtains. She bought new chairs. She planted dogwoods and Japanese
maples to shade the flat front lawn. After three months, their red brick
house was painted a pale egg-yolk yellow. A trampoline, a gazebo, and
a weeping willow showed up in the backyard. On a Tuesday, when the
girls got home from school, the dining room had traded places with the
den. In the sixth month, her minivan disappeared from the driveway,
and that afternoon she arrived at soccer practice in a sedan with a sunroof. By then her children refused to move from their beds at night without turning on all the lights—they never knew where anything might be
and were afraid of meeting new furniture in the dark.
During the holidays, relatives from out of town drove right past the
house without recognizing it. They had to be chased down and brought
back. The relatives claimed to like the changes, once they got used to
them.
“Thank you,” she said. Her hair was hennaed to a deep burgundy.
She passed them a platter of fried plantain and cassava with spicy yogurt
sauce.
In February, she went to the doctor for a checkup, then to the hospital for follow-up tests. Two weeks later, she heard her diagnosis without
surprise, and she got right to work. Soon she had arranged for portions
of her body to be removed and, in some cases, replaced.
In time, she knew, the process would be complete. ◆

sarah boykin hardy
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mary ann samyn

abundant life
It becomes increasingly apparent, doesn’t it?
Thy Will.
As my father must have learned as he lay
waiting on his bedroom floor.
It’s hard to imagine.
Or as I learned the evening he died.
I wanted to be there; I couldn’t argue with it.

by virtue of
Sometimes, a child won’t be consoled.
I tuck this corner into that corner, as instructed.
All the while, I think of my father in the ground; I can’t help it.
Another morning. Something is off.
Wind through the trees happens even in places I don’t care for.
I go to a poem to say so.
A rabbit is as good as a thought. Probably better.
I tell this one my father had the nicest hands;
last thing I did was place mine on his.

So many things one doesn’t know to consider!
I think I can recall his voice.
He called me honey, tiger, Mary Mary
quite contrary.
Vague belief gives way; be done happens.
That’s Jesus for you.
Just super ordinary: the way I liked to hold his hand.

14
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on time
A true help—my father was that.
Here, the pines console by not trying.
Metaphor lies back in tall grass.
The little orange wildflower sighs.
I’d rather not go on without him.
*
A gentle breeze—I’m in my his garden;
a girl again. I always think I still could—
whatever it is.
*
Gun to the head, toward the end,
was a gesture he made.
*
Suffering is about time, they say—
as is hope. Tomorrow
brought to bear on today.
You shouldn’t do it, though;
you shouldn’t should yourself, either.
stacey cushner | interior space of a tree, 2015
22” x 60” | graphite and color pencil on paper

*
Some imperfection is perfection.
The peony collapses so sweetly.
*
In elementary school we sat in a circle
around the flagpole,
each girl’s skirt another circle around her.
Duck duck goose—
a terrible game; dread and boredom.

16

mary ann samyn
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I always wonder when life will begin.
*

*
My father would say it was a mistake,
just a mistake; let it go.
He would tug at my hair, sweetly.
Sometimes I think I’ve been the luckiest girl alive.
*
But why did it happen? Why did it have to?
(my heart broke again that year)
The big lake makes a softer sound than I thought possible
and tonight is so smooth.

karen schubert

break the dam
Keep to your own backyard unless you’re invited, but on the cusp of
spring, slip into your pink suspender snow pants and matching jacket
(ragged cuffs), knee-high snowboots, flower power gloves, scratchy pompom hat, even though your hair will spark with static all night.
You don’t have to understand drainage ditches to feel responsible for
freeing the snowmelt to race like a wild river instead of swilling up backyards. Your limbs are stiff with winter reruns and board games. It’s hard
breaking ice with the metal garden shovel, stepping through snow crust,
trying not to fall in hands first. If you warm your fingers in the unreasonable house, you will not make it back.
Go all the way to where icemelt comes out the pipe, past Debbie’s duplex, the couple with Amway boxes stacked high in the garage, and farther up, Dean the boy with clean, white shoes. Chop ice and move snow
until water runs free to St. Jude Terrace, where it flows into the pipe and
under the road. When your parents call out, you can’t see them so you
don’t have to answer. Don’t answer.

18
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avon
Mom pays me 10¢ each to deliver white paper bags with talcum powder
in paisley bottles, polish in every red, lavender sachets, mini catalogs I
memorize. Much as I desire the immaculate lipstick samplers, it’s decanters I burn for: silver-barreled Remington pistol, mantle clock frozen at 10:23, Liberty Bell with crack. They slosh with danger, so I shake
them. Later Mom tips the cars into the sink and we smell rancid cologne
for days, but my paper dolls put on gowns and heels, ride the Duesenberg and Haynes Apperson 1902 to the ball. One night I dream I am
there, pixie haircut full of flowers, ballroom dancing among the life-size
decanters, lights winking off the dark glass.

20
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dana jaye cadman

clarissa’s window
I don’t know anything about waiting
My friends are all so neon I’m sitting on my bed
And time is such a waste,
The idea of meaning is such a waste
I’m so good at coordinating outfits
That I think the window is open just for
The birds to witness me pairing things
My hair is so blonde now for Clarissa
It takes so much purple shampoo and so
Much meaning to become a person
I think identity must be a waste too
I so think I don’t know anything that waiting
For a visitor is just me in front of my mirror
Narrating to an invisible camera
All by being
All my neon friends are on their way
All the subways form a ladder to my window
Oh Clarissa
How all rotations desire to be a line
I’m spinning in front of the mirror with
All my new lipcolors admiring
All the me
All the mornings are glowy and Nickelodeon
Oh how this sitcom resists meaning
All my friends come to my window
So perfectly curating sense
Explain to me
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michael horton
old bear
old bear lumbers away, head swaying back and forth, belly swagging
in time. Platter-sized feet crush the flowers and he sneezes. Grit and gravel
in his joints gnaw like teeth as he limp-lopes past the rhododendron, the
untrimmed lilac bushes, their perfume come and gone. He clenches his
teeth; he longs to bite.
He invades backyards lit by moonlight, knocking over the recycling
containers. A keening erupts high in his chest like weeping, but that well
is long dry. He shakes his head. Fog and red sparks. He paws at his forehead to clear it—then harder to punish. Blame, recriminations, regrets,
he rumbles on through the dark, a snarl curling his lip like a smile.
It was instinct to flee. He roared. Bellowed. Broke wind. Fled the
paper-littered study like bursting from a cage, stacks of unfinished man-
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uscripts spilling from the desk, piles of books knocked from chairs, a
coffee mug overturned. A study of emptiness and despair.
Now here, somewhere, his thoughts hot and tangled. Left behind,
her blanched face, her tears of frustration, his own quick-boiling anger.
Something she said? Something she hadn’t said? The wilderness of his
own thoughts? The relentless fault-finding—the assignment of blame?
Guilt and shame cover him in a coat as thick as tar.
The past harries him, rattling his thoughts like stones shaken in a
can. The whole of it repetitious, predictable—unintended. There is no
breaking free.
If he had it to do over? Nothing can ever be taken back.
One mistake on top of another. One hurt, one insensitivity piled on
top of one new betrayal, one more transgression. He’d told his daughter,
Hey, slow down. All that butter—all those calories. Her eating disorder,
the shoplifting. To his son, Man up. Don’t be so damned sensitive. His
son putting a vast, safe distance between them.
And his wife. His wife.
He balks, spins around—but the tumult of his thoughts spins him
back, drives him onward. Where is the end to it?
Stumbling in the dark, he rages. He has done it incrementally, bit by
bit, growing unsociable, uncivil, rogue.
At the corner, a streetlight casts a circle of smeared brightness. Dew
on the grass soaks his slippers. Not a car sound or a plane. Only broken
breathing, a dusty sob. In the distance, a train whistle painful as memory.
Old. Wild. Cross. Meals must be at a certain time. The necessity of
an afternoon nap. The inability to think two thoughts together or force
them to a third. Every time he turns, he breaks something, hurts someone—repeats a mistake.
He roars, Fuck, whimpers, Jesus, desperate for transformation, salvation, but believes none of it. Attachments grown treacherous with guilt
bind him tight. Nothing is like it once was, when there was the resilience
of hope.
To be again young. Shining. You’re the man—she’d said, Oh, oh! and,
Yes, yes! He’d been the man. The proud father. So proud the world barely
held him. Miracles. He’d played a part in making miracles! Their sticky
breath, their tiny sweaty bodies. Sleeping on his chest, leaving his pajama
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top dark. Their smell, their opalescent eyelids. The weight of them so
slight. He’d have fought an army for them. Died for them. And how
she’d looked at him—that look. Back then.
Ancient memories grown furry, insubstantial—suspect.
A damp chill invades him. (He never used to be bothered by the cold.)
He brushes at his face, smears wetness. Brushes again and knows it will
not change. He will not change; he has become what he has become.
The flashlight beam jerks about like a firefly, then like a lighthouse,
swinging this way then that. He hunches in the shadow of a single tree.
The light approaches. Finds him.
The beam shows him up and down, the quick flick of it exasperated.
Oh, sweetheart. She drops the light to shine at his feet. He can’t move.
It’s all right (and though she has said it so many times before, she
says it sincerely). Come home—her voice gentle as a sigh—Clayton, sweetheart, come home. It’ll be okay.
It won’t be. He knows it won’t.
Shame and humiliation crowd around him, closing like the jaws of a
trap. The fury of self-disgust blazes up. His jaw clenches, his chest.
She steps to him, lays her head against his heaving chest. Raises her
hand to touch his face. It’s okay.
He waits, desperate for the heat to consume him, remove him, let him
disappear.
It doesn’t. The shame, humiliation—the guilt—stays. She turns her
head as if she is listening to his heart, as if she cares for his heart.
The smallest of sounds—a gasp, a growl—escapes his parted lips.
He ducks his head.
Touches her hair.
I’m sorry.
I know. ◆
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aj nolan
a hunting story
two men followed the red-brown dog across the pre-dawn frozen
marsh, the younger man a shadow of the old. A warmer day would have
required hip waders, but the cold had hardened the black mud into thick
ice.
As they neared the duck blind, the son drew a deep breath of the cold,
salty air. “I never thought I’d miss the stink of this old bay,” he said. Neither father nor dog gave any sign of interest.
Daybreak revealed a few scattered geese against the opposite shore
of the cove, too distant for their shotguns to reach. The son prayed for
them to keep their distance.
The rising sun burned orange before disappearing into the cold, pale
white sky. An hour limped by and the birds stayed away. The young man
began to relax.
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He spotted the family of otters first, sliding into the bay from the
cold-killed grass, one after the other, again and again. Their deep brown
coats rippled from pleasure. “Look,” he whispered, his hand half raised.
His father saw, drew gun to shoulder. The dog rose too, as if bound to
the gun by an invisible thread. The son opened his mouth to speak but
stayed silent. The old man fired when the youngest otter began to climb
back onto land. The dog plunged after it.
On the walk home, back to the small cluster of weather-beaten houses
and trailers that made up the island’s town, the father stopped at the
environmentalists’ new three-story education facility, tricked out with
solar panels on the roof, double-paned floor-to-ceiling windows, and
radiant-heated tile floors.
The father tied some twine in a noose around the neck of the otter
and then sent the son with it to the house. Even though the environmentalists were gone for the holiday, the young man crept to the door, poised
to flee. He looped the string around the doorknob in the familiar half
hitch every islander used to tie boats to pilings. He worked to arrange the
long, heavy body of the adolescent otter, its oil making his bare hands
slick as he wedged it into the door jamb so that it might be protected
from the weather.
When the young man walked back to his father, hoping for some acknowledgement, maybe praise, his father bent down and thumped the
dog’s broad side at the joke; the dog wagged its thick, otter-like tail in
response, dog and master co-conspirators of the joke.
The next day, on the trip back to college, the son shaped the story of
the hunt into a tale he could tell his friends: sitting in the blind beside
his father; substituting duck for otter, it was he who made the shot; but
then, as the dog neared, the duck rose from the water, resurrected, leaving the dog circling. He almost believed that he could feel the thudding
of his father’s hand on his back, and how they had laughed together at
the confusion of the dog. ◆
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lupita eyde-tucker

ode to la conquista
My mother is an ancient invitation to dream
the saliva left on the hand that was kissed
the perfume of the ocean, the maddening wind
the tightening winch on a torturous reach
My mother is something to bet the kingdom on
the illiterate one of noble lineage, sweat pooled
between the scapulae, between eyebrows
My mother is the blood puddled around the throne
My mother is one eye over the shoulder
a Sabbath prayer beneath the breath
the rot of brine between the boards
shrieks of secret spoil in island forests
My mother, the woman with gold in her veins
the thin air on the mountain, the hole in the earth so deep
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lena khalaf tuffaha

other words for blue
There is a doe in the wildwood
The doe has mirror-glass eyes
When I met you I dreamt of trampling the garden I planted
Doe is another word for female
Doe is a homonym for the origin of bread
When I met you the scent of your skin filled my lungs
Doe-eyes are an old-world measure of beauty
The women line their eyes with blue antimony
When you say “I love you” your eyes are closed
Naturalists ascribe superior night vision to the doe
Arabic names seven distinct phases of night
When I met you a civil twilight was fading to blue
I know the story of a woman named after the land she inhabited
I line my eyes and the history of sand glints back at me
When I met you I danced at the edge of a room
Omens are an old-world method of forecasting
In the old city, a blue-eyed woman reads the dregs of my coffee
When you say “I love you” I taste cardamom
I know the story of a woman named for the antimony in her eyes
Arabic names a bird for the blue feathers in its wing
When I met you a moonbridge cleaved the water
Kohl is finer than bread flour
Antimony is extracted from the stones of ithmid
When I met you sand lingered in the hem of my dress
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The blue-eyed woman sees two paths in my coffee dregs
The women in the room cup their fortunes in their hands
When you say “I love you” a hemstitch breaks on my lips
A doe makes a home by bedding in dense foliage
I know the story of spears disguised in the palm fronds
When I met you my words were an ink-stain
Ancestors lined children’s eyes with antimony for protection
Arabic names a beloved after our eyes
When I met you it was the season of the blue-veined nigella
Doe is another word for mother
There is a chance our children will have motherless tongues
When you say “I love you” you drop the I
Language is another word for flight
Birds are an old-world talisman
When I met you I breathed the last of the incense
The blue-eyed woman tells me a man stands at the end of one path
I know the story of a woman who paid for the answers with her eyes
When I met you I traced the lines in my palms
There is widespread ignorance about the levels of lead in kohl
Arabs say fate is a creature nestled at our throats
When you say “I love you” I dream a field of stones
The blue-eyed woman tells me a candle flickers at the end of the other path
The women line the bread with nigella seeds for blessings
When I met you Altair crowned the sky
A doe will graze on a moonlit night
Come the stars now softening the silhouettes of trees
Your love is an old song at the blue doors of night
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The woman with antimony visions becomes a namesake
The nigella, blooming, is named Love-in-a-Mist
Our constellation is a restless blue-winged bird
		
When I met you I burned my translations
In the old city, the blue-eyed woman signaled:
the other path, the man standing at the center of the flame.

holli carrell

i couldn’t look away from
your hands
Your veins blue and purpled
worms funneling through sand
and brown spots all over like silt
stains rubbed in; and your fingers
only bone and bunched skin,
knobby as birch branches
I see walking home in the winterstripped air—bare and pale
and painful. What I remember
is how nervous you made me.
I didn’t want to see your moththin skin bruised around the ankles.
I knew the drive had ended
when I heard our car choke
up small, unpaved stones
churned loose on the road,
and a thump of sun-warmed plums,
hanging low over the garage,
drag against our hood;
a sudden smell of shit or vanilla,
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and the neighbor’s horse
heaving his nipple-brown nose

Did I dream
I watched you

between the chain-link fence.
Hydrangeas were always weeping

climb the ladder in the dairy barn,
rung by rung, and fold yourself

below the window where you sat
staring at the old barn your family built.

into the warm hay? You led us
to our graves. Your century-

I see your eyes screwed up in a gaze
trying to fetch some memory back:

old hip-sockets, and afterwards
your century-old tongue

the quiet lack of anything
except a dragonfly close to your ear;

and those A&W cheeseburgers.
I was little again and you let me

wet linen licking on a line; the feel
of a good wood beam.

play on your old rotary phone
in the kitchen below a wall

One afternoon my brother split
his chin on the seesaw in your backyard;

of porcelain heads. I keep waiting
for a voice on the other end.

I counted blood drops on smooth metal,
and a little while after my mother

Talk to me
now on the other end.

explained the sweetness of pills,
how living too long was an echo
inside your ears. Now the neighbors
cook, and every so often, I’m told,
a little house will flame with bright
chemical lights over the roof
and up the hedge, brighter than Christmas.
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menarche
Carnage of red
leaves on a quiet street.
Sunlight flickering off and on.

juan camillo garza

my god, grace
every time
i raise your dress
it’s like a white flag

A screen door kicked closed by wind.
I sat at the kitchen table,
watched my mother lick her finger,
press it to the Bible page.
I saw my legs below me:
short, turnip-pale, purposeful.
I remember the blood,
turning around in my chair.
A child in a stained nightgown.
Later, I’d hold my underwear
out to my mother like a plate.
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tobias wray

postcards
1.
By the time we arrived in Montpellier, the evening
was the perfect anti-brochure.
Sex workers worked the corner
in torn stockings and flowing wigs,
admirably glaring clientele down
under the aqueduct that cradled weeds
in every fissure like a protest
against use or some truce with Nature.
We sang to a drunk, captive moon,
balanced like cats on the Opera’s roof.
2.
In the early aughts, we gays so wanted
to be human, camped around the kitchen table
my impromptu French family
perpetrating incest so cinematically.
La Club villa rose rose neon on the beach
with rooms where men danced in cages

3.
I once consulted the stars
but can’t recall their wisdom.
Was it like love? No, it flickered,
never flared. It was its own affair.
So many snails in the courtyard after a rain,
the path crackled as we walked.
The stars, with all their hints of shatter,
don’t deal in specifics. Those were the days
we drove through Napoleon’s lanes, the long
accordions of afternoon letting us tune them.
4.
Le Licorne et les trois grâces, bright fountains
lit for a night downtown. You stepped
into the water, pants tugged up to your thigh.
I kept watch for cops and made
a mental note to be more like you. I have been
in all your movies, and spoke all my parts
like an evangelist, and kissed
like an astronomer the liquid curves of your distance,
we sang to a drunk, captive moon,
balanced like cats on the Opera’s roof.

and curtains drawn so whoever could suck
whomever off. I liked the big rocks
piled near the surf, how they dared you to climb up,
how salt stung in the formidable wind.
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lauren mallett

whereas the staircase
after a visit to Xilitla Sculpture Garden
Whereas the staircase ends before it means to.
As in, before the next floor only sky
			
or the tops of trees, to be exact.

acres of sculpture talking to rainforest.
The misty haze, the cells that open like mouths.
Where light turns to sugar. To fuel.
In the picture of me, I’m looking away, towards
an aqueduct. Of age, yes, and awfully amenable.
The sun could hardly touch where I stood.

Though exact is not the objective there.
Sir Edward James built his cement Xanadu
and over two centuries later
I sat on the second-to-last
step with my first boyfriend.
What an odd bird—Sir Edward—
and the tail of a parrot hanging off his shoulder
in the image I find of him.
By first I mean everything. Okay,
he was older enough to make me temporary.
Wonderland with philodendron galore.
Rubber fig trees and their loping spines.
He once called himself lovely—meant loving—
what a close mistranslation. So good to me.
The decade since like a glaze that crackles.
All those alabaster bugles,
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kamal e. kimball

We forgot to take and gave it all away.

the flood

It was all allowed—

In a dozen graves, I left the fingers
from each hand, both lips.
Tamped them in the hay, forgot.
I left my heartbeat, too, by his river.
A safer place, it seemed, than in between

the singing that sounded like crying,
the moaning I heard as a song.
Here she said is who you are
and all that numb blood roared back,
a river of my name.

my rented ribs. Little fox, it whined
for me all night in that bower of bright ice.
I lost myself a while. It happens.
I was not sad, I’d chosen.
But then one day, the choice
became a cool split lily.
Like that, it was one thing
that blossomed as another.
When she came, she dazzled down.
She was a dream I’d had and had.
I remembered then
what I had never tried to keep.
She was shining and flaming and proud.
She brought new lips, new fingers.
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first ghost

like scabs off the cowslips, burned them
in a rusted tub. Everything was blood

In the burnt barn, I hung torn
lavender, draped it from the bare door,

spells before I met you. I was willing then
to never fly home, just as bad at promises

whispered invocations. I didn’t yet know
your name but I made do with honey, longing.

as now. I didn’t believe in premonition,
that you would slip into me

In the mornings of mercury and cedar,
I watched the sky fill up with flying, thought

like a palm-warm stone and stay.
There was no way I could have known

of whatever comes before memory. What if
I had died that evening we watched the wind

about your yellow waiting.

trundle the cornfield, your pale arms on me?
The night the swallows flicked in
through the nets, shadows pouring
from their bent necks like silences.
We had never met but I could have
died before we did. You could have died.
I was lost and sick in a hallway
of long wind. I spent the summer before you
up to my wrists in oak chips and pigweed.
Was it you, bobbing in the lake? Tell me
what your name was then. Tell me
if your throat still smelled like a brushed horse.
Where were you before you were you to me?
The bees slept in the rafters while I picked petals
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casey mcconahay
a place beyond
prayer
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the hills were macadam black—a black that swallowed sunlight and
trapped the dry August heat inside the burnt flakes of night-colored carbon.
His older brother, who walked before him, stirred up ash when he
stepped. Clint breathed ash without meaning to—breathed in clouds of
scorched earth—and he could taste ash like delicate sleet.
—Over there, Aaron said. Do you see?
Behind a singed clump of prairie grass, a line of tracks in the cinders
traveled west, toward the mountains. They were footprints. Not large
ones. A child’s.
—They’re close together, said Aaron as he knelt by the prints. She was
walking here.
—I see it.
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—We’re close.
Aaron took the lock-blade from his pocket. He wore his father’s old
show boots, but the boots were too big. They were snakeskin and covered in soot.
—Let’s keep walking, said Aaron.
There were trees in the distance, but the trees were burnt also. Their
spindly branches were gone. Their trunks were splintered and tall. Some
looked sharp at the top—looked like lance points.
Clint followed his brother, whose legs were thin in the boots. The
boys wore white denim shorts that were blackened with cinders, and
Aaron’s legs above the boot-tops looked like skin smeared in grease paint.
Aaron crouched again and read the girl’s prints.
—She was tired. She was dragging her feet.
Clint wiped sweat from his face and streaked some black on his forehead.
—Does that matter?
—It might.
Near the ridge, where the prints went, something rustled in the ash.
His brother retrieved his blade again.
—Stay here, Aaron said, but Clint went farther.
—Look, he told his brother. Right there.
Behind the stump of a charred pine, they saw the back of a pronghorn. It searched for sprigs of new grass, but the fire had burned everything. The pronghorn lifted its head and then ran.
They came to where the hooves of the pronghorn stamped deep clefts
in the ash. The hooves crossed the path that the girl had made, and his
brother turned the handle of his small four-inch blade.
—Aaron.
—I’m thinking.
—More prints.
Aaron came to see them. The ground was firm where the tracks were.
The coat of cinders was thin.
—Those are men’s prints, said Aaron as he put his boots beside the
tracks.
—They keep going.
—But where?
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—We should see.
His brother hitched the waist of his pants up, sliding his fingers inside
the belt loops.
—You walk her path, Clint. I’ll follow these.
Burnt things crunched when they walked, and when his brother was
a truck-length away from him, Clint asked, What if we get separated?
—Just start walking, said Aaron. Go on.
He looked at the girl’s tracks on the ground. Sometimes they were
clear and defined. Sometimes it looked like she’d staggered or stumbled,
and he saw his brother not far from him—saw his brother’s red shirt.
The paths came nearer.
—It looks like he tracked her.
—Wasn’t that, Aaron said as he stopped.
The paths converged at the ridge. A mountain bluebird was singing,
but they didn’t know where. Cinders stuck to the sweat on their skin.
—Let’s go back, he told Aaron.
His brother nodded and put his blade away, but neither boy moved.
The prairie air smelled like smoke, and ash surrounded them, but the
prints that the girl had made were gone.
The other tracks headed southward. A slight wind lifted some cinders, and Clint blinked ash from his eyes.
—This is the place where it happened.
there were signs in the neighborhood—flimsy plastic banners
stretched on thin metal frames. Their print was angled and lavender, and
to parents, the signs were a warning.
Pray for Alexandria.
Clint prayed with Aaron at Sunday school once before they went
to the river. In the summer, when they fished, they had to walk to the
bridge. It was warm when they got there, and the fish were lethargic. The
boys tried to cast near the bank where it was shady and cool but lost their
flies in the weeds and the thicket.
Coming back from the river, they passed the Innsbruck Manor. Its
rooms were rented to guests from states he’d never been to, and when
the guests went for walks with their strollers or dogs, they read the signs
in the lawns, and they beckoned the boys.
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—Who’s Alexandria? the guests asked while holding the collars of
their Yorkshire terriers or Pomeranians.
—A girl, the brothers told them.
The frames of the signs were stuck in ground hard as concrete. When
Clint checked the rain gauge in their mother’s flowerbed in the morning,
he found insects. No moisture. The grass was straw-colored, brittle, and
would burn like dry paper. The fire station was down the block from the
manor. Above Pray for Alexandria, a display at the station had a meter
for the fire risk. High, said the meter. It was High back in May. They’d
had to leave for a while when the fires burned.
When they returned from the hills, they saw a car at the manor. It
was not the car of Damon, the groundskeeper, whose truck was western
white pine green. Clint went close enough to touch it and read the state
on the license plate.
—Iowa, he told Aaron.
—That so?
Neither boy remembered if they’d seen plates from that state yet, and
they went to the back of the manor, where Ms. Henderson parked. She
changed the linens and cooked and was related to Damon, but Clint
could never remember if she was Damon’s cousin or aunt. Her hair was
graying in places, and because her teeth were uneven, she hid her mouth
when she smiled.
Damon in the outbuilding changed the string in the trimmer.
—Best be getting home, he said. Your mother gets worried.
—We saw the car in the lot. They’re from Iowa?
Damon set the trimmer aside and put the string in a cabinet.
—They’ll come from everywhere soon, he said. Today, use room four.
Use the towels on the rack. Not the clean ones.
The brothers went from the building toward the manor’s back door.
Clint turned to Damon.
—You won’t tell her? he asked.
Damon straightened his shoulders. He put his hand on his heart. He
said, Promise.
clint used his brother’s cloudy bathwater. It was lukewarm by
then, but it felt good when he sat in it. He cleaned the ash from his skin
with a washrag.
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Leaving the manor, they saw Ms. Henderson in the living room
spraying Pledge on an end table. Damon was at the hedges near the gate
and the road. When they opened the gate, Damon lowered the trimmer.
—The manor’s booked through the week, boys.
—The solar eclipse? They’re not here yet.
—They’re coming tonight. Every room in town is taken.
Flecks of grass on Damon’s clothes. On his forearms.
—We have to go, Aaron told him.
—Tell your mother, said Damon. She should go to the store while
it’s stocked.
A dusty pickup drove by them with its windows rolled down. The
truck played loud country music, and when the boys crossed the street,
they took the back way, through the alley.
Clint found the key in the flowerpot on the steps of their house. Their
mother wasn’t home yet, so they dressed in clean clothes. His brother
closed the drain of the sink and put their clothes in the basin. He tried to
wring the rank soot from the garments.
When their mother came back, they buried their clothes in the hamper. She had Clint and Aaron help her with dinner. The boys peeled
eggs and then sliced them and put the eggs in the salad. Their mother
made chicken, but she grilled it too long, and when they ate it, they had
to use knives.
Their mother drank wine from a plastic cup.
—Did you go out today?
—We didn’t.
—I know that you did.
—We stayed here, Aaron said. We played board games.
Their mother frowned and swirled her wine.
—They haven’t found her. That girl. Keep inside, boys, she said. Will
you do that?
Aaron looked at his brother—said, Yes.
when she left in the morning, the brothers watched from the window. They waited until their mother’s car turned the corner, and when
she’d been gone for several minutes, Aaron put on his boots.
—We can go now, he said.
—She said not to.
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But he followed his brother out the back, through the alley. They
took their fishing rods. They went by Innsbruck again and counted cars
in the driveway.
—Eight, Aaron said. Counting Iowa.
Clint looked at license plates. One was from Alabama. One was from
Maine. He was reading another plate, Utah, when he heard steps on the
sidewalk.
—Excuse me, a voice said beyond Aaron’s shoulder. We were out on a
walk. We saw that sign in the yard, and we wondered—
They were an old couple with identical mid-length haircuts. The man
wore tan, pleated shorts. The woman’s sleeves were rolled up. Aaron
reached for Clint’s arm.
—We don’t know.
They started west, toward the river. They carried their rods in leather
cases, and when they came to the bridge, they tied some flies on their
lines. When they cast, their thread-thin lines looked like art.
The river bottom was stony and slick, so they stayed on the bank.
Clint, who cast sidearm, threw his line beneath branches. His brother
tried the heart of the river, but neither boy caught anything. Aaron lost
a fly in the water, but it might have snagged driftwood.
They set their rods on the bank, and they sat in the stone. Aaron had a
matchbook. He held a match against its friction strip but didn’t strike it.
—The last solar eclipse was in 1979.
Clint watched the head of the match, which was white and looked
chalky.
—At 11:29, the moon will cover the sun. When we look at the sky,
we’ll see darkness.
—Like nighttime? asked Clint.
—Maybe darker.
Aaron struck the match against the strip, and then its head became
flame. He let it burn for a moment, and when the flame neared his fingers, he dropped the match in the river. Its flame was drowned in the
fast, swirling current.
—Then what? asked Clint.
—Then it’s over.
His brother opened the matchbook. He tore another match out.
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—Don’t, Clint demanded.
—I’ll stamp it out, Aaron said.
—Did you last time?
—I did, Clint. I told you.
He put the matches in his pocket.
—I did.
they left their rods at their house and went downtown to the Shell.
The station’s pumps filled the fuel tanks of station wagons, Subarus, and
wide full-size vans. One of the vans had a ladder on the back of it, and
as other cars waited for a fuel pump to open, the brothers went in the
Shell and found the aisle with the candy. Bags of Bottle Caps. Gummy
worms. Taffy.
—All this candy, Clint. What should we get?
The brothers couldn’t decide, so they went to a cooler near the
counter. They left the Shell with orange push-ups but forgot to get napkins. The sherbet ran down their fingers, and they sat as they ate it. They
wiped their hands in the grass when they finished.
They were close to Mrs. Anderson’s house, and she had signs in her
lawn. She had four of them because she was adamant about praying for
Alexandria. She had a fan on her porch, where she spoke to some visitors.
—It’s all we can do, she said. There aren’t any leads. They haven’t
searched in the hills for a week.
One of the visitors shook her head.
—They’re worried about the eclipse, I suspect. All these travelers. But
it’s a travesty, Dorcas. A little girl has gone missing.
—We have prayer, Pam. That’s all that can find her.
The brothers sat near the house until the women went in. Then they
waited by a sign, and when Clint snatched it, they ran. They hid the sign
down the street in some bushes.
—Four signs was too many, said Aaron. Four signs was lying.
—If she prays for the sign, will she find it?
—It takes four prayers, I bet.
And they laughed.
They’d seen the end of the girl’s tracks and knew she wouldn’t be
back. She was gone to a place beyond prayer.
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the next evening, the brothers watched movies on television. Their
mother was on the phone in the other room. Her soft drink had lost
its carbonation, and when they picked through the popcorn bowl, they
found just small pieces, kernels.
They turned the volume low through commercials and heard her
speaking to someone.
—They say 50,000 people might come. I can’t believe it either. Where
would they stay? Up in tents in the mountains?
His brother was on the end of the couch near the doorway. He could
hear their mother better than Clint could, and Clint beside the window
heard the street noise as well.
—And the traffic. I know. Driving home—
When the movie was on again, his brother turned the set louder.
Clint could hardly hear his mother above the lasers of the movie’s space
travelers, but she paced as she spoke and let the phone cord uncoil.
—For the Innsbruck? she said. For a night?
His mother walked by the doorway, loops of cord trailing after her
like a tail.
—Five hundred dollars, she said. That’s criminal.
His brother pulled his knees to his chest as villains fired on a spaceship. The spaceship spun to avoid the crimson blasts of the lasers. Then
a shout. Then a cut to commercial.
—They’d like to see it, I know. I have to work. I’m not sure. They’re
having games at the park, I think. Maybe.
Another car out the window. He heard its brakes as it slowed. He saw
its lights in the drive of the Innsbruck.
—I miss you too, said his mother. See you soon. Yes. Goodbye.
He closed the window. Went back to the couch.
His mother brought a Mounds from the pantry and split the bar with
her boys. She drank her flat, lukewarm soft drink, and when his brother
ran to the restroom, Clint asked, Who did you talk to?
—Is it over? his mother asked him. The movie?
Aaron was back for the ending—for the film’s final battle. Its outcome was uncertain for a moment or two, but the heroes were gallant.
This was make-believe. Goodness prevailed.
*
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the ground looked damp the next morning. Clint checked the rain
gauge in the flowerbed. The plants were brown and neglected, and there
was nothing in the gauge except a trapped, lifeless firefly.
Later that day, they went to the north side of town, where the lodge
was. There was a park there with walking trails, and near the park was a
pasture where a man kept his horses. Sometimes the horses would stand
by the fence. They were gentle and large and let the boys touch their
shoulders.
In the lot at the lodge, the brothers saw a girl their age sitting on the
hood of a Land Rover. Her parents, impatient, tried to coax the girl
down.
—We’re staying. You don’t have a choice.
The girl crossed her arms.
—I don’t want to be here. I want to go home.
—We drove 600 miles.
—I don’t care. I wanted to go to Magic Kingdom.
She looked like a girl in Clint’s class, he thought. Her hair was in
braids.
—It’ll be dark out, said the mother. During daytime. Isn’t that remarkable?
The girl made a face.
—Only for a minute.
The brothers took the path along the river. It was a stretch they didn’t
fish because the men from the lodge fished with guides through November. The trout were wily and few and didn’t live to get fat, and in the
calm part of the river, the boys saw a man with a guide.
—Sometimes, said Aaron, it seems like they’re the ones who live here.
The man caught his line in some branches behind him.
—There are more of them than us, Clint.
—That girl, at the lodge. She looked like—
—Yes, Aaron told him. I saw.
the brothers were on the steps of the post office when Damon
drove by. They heard his truck rumble past them and watched him turn
at the stoplight. He drove around the block again and parked at the post
office.
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—Shouldn’t you be home? he asked.
—It’s daytime, said Aaron.
—Get in.
Clint took the seat in the middle. He sat on the clip for Damon’s seatbelt, but the belt wasn’t buckled. Aaron didn’t want to buckle his belt
either, but Damon made him.
—Why, asked Aaron, when you don’t have to?
—Just this once, Damon said. To be safe.
On the dashboard was an open box of Dutch Masters cigars, but there
weren’t cigars in the box—only butterscotch candies. The candies had
melted inside their wrappers. Aaron had a newspaper on his lap because
it had been on the seat of the truck, and he didn’t want to sit on it. When
they drove by the fire station, he saw that the fire risk was High still.
—Why aren’t you working? asked Aaron.
—Went to lunch, Damon said.
—By yourself?
—No. With someone.
—With who?
Damon parked in their driveway. The boys climbed out of the truck
but didn’t go to the house. They walked to the driver’s side window,
and Damon took the newspaper from the passenger seat and gave it to
Aaron.
—Show her this, boys. And do what she tells you.
They watched him drive toward the Innsbruck. When they went into
the house, Aaron opened the paper. Clint in the kitchen took a drink
from the faucet.
—Come here, Aaron said.
Water dripped from Clint’s mouth. He dried his mouth with his
wrist.
—What’s it say?
they showed her the newspaper. She set it aside.
She turned to Clint and asked, Where did you get this?
Clint looked to Aaron for help.
—It’s from Damon, said Aaron.
—I asked your brother. Not you.
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—It’s from Damon, said Clint.
—Like I told you.
A look of reproach from their mother.
—You went outside? To the Innsbruck?
—He came here, Aaron said.
—Just for this? Just to give you the paper?
—Will you read it? asked Aaron.
—Just wait.
She placed the paper on the dinner table. Her sons were on either side
of her when she read the bold headline and looked at the sketch that
accompanied it.
—That’s the man who did it, said Aaron.
Their mother read through the article. Clint watched her face as she
read, and Aaron put his finger on the image, the finger flexing with adamancy.
—It was him, Mom. The newspaper says so.
Their mother shook her head.
—It doesn’t say that. They have some questions to ask him. That’s
all that it says. And he might not even look like this. It’s just a sketch the
police made.
Aaron ran to his room, his stomping rattling the windows. Clint
stayed behind, and he stared at the sketch. The nose was ugly. It looked
like a club.
His mother grabbed the edges of the newspaper. Before she could fold
it, he asked her, Does he look like our father?
—Your father, she told him, was handsome. He looks nothing at all
like your father.
clint hooked the trout with a stonefly and felt the fish start to struggle. He looked to the bend where his brother stood. The trout was stubborn and strong and nearly fought itself loose, but Clint kept reeling and
worked the trout to the bank.
His brother, who’d heard splashing, came to see what Clint caught.
The trout was as long as Aaron’s boot soles and was scaly and brown.
The fly was in its mouth, and when Clint pulled on the fly, the hook
stayed stuck in the trout.
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—Try to twist it, said Aaron.
—I tried.
His brother watched him wiggle the hook, and then he opened his
lock-blade.
—Let me get it, said Aaron. Hold him still.
Clint held the fish against the grass and felt its tight, solid body. It
gave a few feeble thrashes, but it knew that it was beaten. Its fish-mouth
gaped with exhaustion, and its gills sometimes flared. The trout was dry,
and on land, it was drowning.
His brother poked his blade through the skin to make some room
for the hook. He had to pull the hook roughly, and when the fly was
extracted, they took the fish to the water. Clint put it in again, but its
body turned over, and it was caught by the current. They saw it bump
against branches and rocks.
Clint put his rod in its case. His brother stepped in the water. He left
his boots on the shore and threw his fly near some rocks, but nothing
struck at the fly, so he stopped.
Later, in town, they crossed the street through dense traffic. A deputy
stood at the intersection, waving cars through the light. He had a whistle
between his lips and blew the whistle in bursts. The brothers smiled, but
he didn’t smile back.
They went by the Innsbruck—by a Pray for Alexandria sign that was
tearing in the center. The brothers’ hands smelled like trout, and when
they entered their house, Clint washed his hands in the kitchen. He used
the bright yellow dish soap, and through the living room door, he saw a
man with no shirt on.
—Boys, Damon said.
They said, Damon.
Damon glanced toward the hallway.
—I was trying to find you. Your mother—
Damon paused. He had a scratch along his ribs.
—She was worried.
Aaron had left his boots by the doorway. Clint smelled fish on his
brother and heard a voice in the hallway.
—Damon?
—In here. With the boys.
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Their mother wore the shirt that she slept in. Her face was red when
she saw them, and when she walked between rooms, she asked them,
Where did you go?
—We were fishing.
—You didn’t obey me.
She grabbed her sons by their arms and brought the boys to a window. Damon left the room. Her hands were slick on Clint’s skin, and
she breathed short, angry breaths. At the window, she showed them the
Innsbruck.
—There’s a girl who’s gone missing. Someone took her, they think.
They don’t know who he was. Just a stranger.
She took her hand from Clint’s arm and tapped the glass of the window. Beyond the window were vehicles.
—I don’t know who they are. I don’t know why they’re here. I am
trying—
—We know.
—to protect you.
She tapped the window again.
—No more lies.
she was in his class in second grade, but he never talked to her. She
sat on the far side of the room, near the cabinets. She was bad at spelling,
and she cried at the class spelling bee when she couldn’t spell heart.
When he saw the Pray for Alexandria signs, he tried to remember her
voice during music class or where she sat in the lunchroom. He could
almost recall her ears, which were crooked, and a picture she made in
art class—a herd of tall crayon horses—but these were slivers of whole
things that were foggy, half-forgotten.
He preserved what he could of her. The summer before, at the park,
he saw the girl at the swing set. In the light from the ballfields, he saw her
hands folded closed.
Then she called to him.
—Clint.
So he came.
The night was warm like a bathroom with steam on the mirror. The
girl had sweat on her forehead. She seemed to emanate heat.
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She raised her hands to her face and said, Look.
In the dark between her palms, he saw the glow of a firefly. The bug
looked sluggish and small and gave a few feeble blinks. Then she pinched
its glowing abdomen and dropped the rest of the insect in the mulch
beneath the swing set. She put the light on the back of her index finger
and showed him her hand.
—It’s a ring, the girl said.
It was gruesome.
—It glows, she said. See?
There were fireflies in all directions. They flashed their lights and then
faded.
—Those are guts on your hands.
—But they’re pretty.
The light grew dimmer.
He frowned.
—No. They aren’t.
they looked outside, toward the Innsbruck.
—Why was he here? Clint asked. Were they kissing?
—That man has a cane.
The boys moved chairs by the windows. When people passed on the
sidewalk, the brothers studied their faces.
—Isn’t him, Aaron said. You can tell.
Clint watched the man lurch away from them. It was the day before
the eclipse, and with traffic snarled in town, the locals kept to the sidewalks. Some of the pedestrians were neighbors the boys had seen before.
Some the boys didn’t know.
They looked for the man from the sketch in the newspaper.
—He had a hat on, said Clint.
—In the sketch? No, he didn’t.
—He could be wearing one now.
—I suppose.
He couldn’t find the newspaper. Clint had forgotten the man’s face
but hoped he’d see it and know.
—It looked like Damon, said Clint.
—Not like Damon at all.
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—Like Ms. Henderson.
—No.
—Like our mother?
—Did you see it? The sketch was a man.
Clint saw the Pray for Alexandria sign in their yard by the sidewalk. A
passing car shook the sign, and when the car was beyond the Innsbruck,
his brother went to his room.
A pair of bicycles rushed down the street.
Clint watched an insect on the window screen. It was small, black, and
dogged. It threw its body against the screen but couldn’t tear through
the mesh. It tried again and again but kept failing.
While a woman with a stroller pushed her child down the sidewalk,
his brother ran from his room to the kitchen. He took a bowl from the
cabinet—filled the bowl at the sink. Then he ran with the bowl through
the hall.
Clint went after him. When he entered Aaron’s room, it smelled like
matches and smoke. A bolt of curtain was smoldering, black.
His brother stared at the curtain. Beside the bed was the matchbook
and a page from a newspaper.
—Get some towels, Aaron said. Help me clean this.
the road was closed the next morning. Police barriers were placed
at the intersection, and the brothers walked in the street because the
sidewalks were narrow. The boys went southward. The crowd traveled
north.
Clint wore cardboard eclipse glasses and followed his brother. At the
park where the others were headed, there were vendors, events. Music
was playing. The brothers walked along the curb and had to cut through
a yard.
—Take those off, Aaron said.
—I can see.
The eclipse glasses were lightweight and flimsy. He didn’t want to
carry them, but the lenses were too dark to see through. He wore them
low and looked over them, and past the gates of the Innsbruck, where
the crowd became thin, the boys took the trail along the river and had
the trail to themselves.
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—Try to hurry, said Aaron.
—I’m trying.
—We have to get there in time, Clint.
—I know.
When they came to the bridge, they paused to rest underneath it.
They only stopped for a minute. They put their hands in the river, and
Aaron drank from his hands.
—Let’s keep going, said Aaron.
—I’m ready.
Soon the parched, brittle grass turned to ash and burnt branches.
The scar where the wildfires ended was a ditch of loose soil, and as they
crossed the wide ditch, they found their prints from before. Man-sized
boot prints. The prints of Clint’s sneakers.
To the side, they remembered, were the tracks that the girl left. Her
tracks were faint in the ash and would be lost soon, like she was. There
were already places where the wind in the hills had filled her footprints
with cinders, and when they reached the end of her tracks, they saw their
own prints there also.
—It’s like we walked with her.
—Yes. By her side.
But they were not with the girl when she vanished in ash, and they
had not come to stand in the place where she vanished. His brother’s
boots left new prints in the ash soft as winter. They passed a burnt, longdead pronghorn, its stomach seared open but left so long in that place
that it no longer smelled, and its innards weren’t greasy. They didn’t
speak when they walked and didn’t veer from their course—didn’t stop
till they came to a mountain.
The daylight moon made an arc toward the shimmering sun. They
put their eclipse glasses on as they began up the mountain. The fires had
stopped at the base of it—hadn’t climbed its rocky slopes. There was
nothing a fire could consume there.
Sometimes Clint scrambled ahead of his brother just to show that
he could. Oftener he went behind him and followed the path that his
brother took. His brother slipped on a rock once. His boots had smooth,
solid bottoms. He learned to plant his slick boots in the stone.
When they reached the top of the mountain, he cleaned the fog from
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his glasses and breathed the clean, scentless air. The summit was as wide
as their block, and it seemed close to the sky. The boys looked up as the
moon kissed the sun.
His brother was black through the glasses.
—We made it, he said.
Then the moon hid a sliver of light.
The world was dusk-cool and silent, and the wind became calm. The
day grew dim then. The birds stopped their songs.
His brother stared at the sky and saw the moon hide the sun. Clint
looked once, for a minute, but saw a light near his brother. He put his
glasses away. Watched a firefly. Its belly glowed in the darkness. The firefly flashed near Aaron’s ankles, and then it rose to his shoulder. When it
winked for the third time, there were hundreds of insects. Their lights
were stars that surrounded the brothers.
—She could still be alive, Clint said.
Below, where their town was, was a marvelous blackness. All the land
was cinder covered, and when he stared with his brother, he almost
tasted the ashes.
—Maybe so, Aaron said. Yes, she might be.
The moon stayed put for a time—prolonged that counterfeit night.
Soon it would slip beyond the sun, and there’d be light in the valley. The
boys would walk down the mountain, and they would travel through
ash. In their town, there’d be signs that said Pray.
The brothers stood at the edge of the summit. Looking below them,
they knew that the girl might stay missing forever. She’d be a swath of
scorched prairie that the others avoided, and maybe nothing would grow
again. Maybe it wouldn’t be healed. But there was a moment in that
darkness when they believed that it could be. ◆
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charlotte hughes

elegy with corn on the cob
When you’re gone I drive so fast I break my speedometer. At a hundred
and ten miles per hour, the cornstalks lining the two-lane road flood into
a rural monstrosity with beak and talon. I am dumb & forget my fleecelined jacket & bring the knit one instead. Outside the school gates I do
not call myself anything and inside I am Hughes, Charlotte F. I write
down my memories and then mince them like meat. I try to explain there
are things I don’t want to remember. Meat lives in these fields and hunters harvest it. I hear rifle shots between classes & pretend it’s the sound of
textbooks dropping. You don’t need textbooks now & I try to tell myself
later that I’ll find what preachers call peace or at least I won’t want to
drink dead-eye coffee like water or flip off the next UPS man who rings
my doorbell. I cannot. There is nowhere else a girl can go other than a
cornfield. The corn cobs are desiccated & dead now & a crow laughs
at me. God, girl. I pick a corncob off the stalk & bite into dust & I am
revolted by the invasion of privacy. But I ask for heavenly food.

remembering geri digiorno | red madonna
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hunger wraps himself
in bandages, hobbles into a hospital in Yemen
like a zombified mummy, and bombs it. Now people are wary
of the space a body occupies. Women dab fingers
in rosewater. Snip mint for evening’s tea. Empty trash
on a side road where war-waifs fight wild dogs
for what remains. I fly above them searching for familiar shapes
I can name: water tower, skyscraper, Brooklyn Bridge.
Ten and crying in the luggage compartment, the land below
compressed, ironed down. Burnt edges caked with tufts of dry
weeds, hand-dug wells, a grandfather’s skeleton. Sun strong enough
to break the baked air with waves. I peel the skin off everything,
even the grapes—soft pinches so they don’t puncture, like biting
flesh, sweet eye juice. I want to bend my neck below a faucet,
lips parted for the gush that isn’t bottled or boiled, every sip cool, American,
blessed by God. I’m high on heat and cheek kisses
and medicine against malaria. In the souk are dragon

taps them to her heart. I note closely the footprint and fragrance
she leaves behind. Soon, she’ll dwindle down to a buzz in the air,
a nostalgic pang that ghosts this street. All these kids tapering back
to the mind who made them. There, Allah will give their stomachs solace
and shish kebabs. Famine happens when we can’t remember a name,
the tribe we come from. I want to deserve eating. A Red Sea fisherman
slams salmon against marble to tenderize it. I want to be on a beach
with the moon, catch squirming silver bodies with my whole
mouth. I buy a man a foil of lamb dumplings. He hands back half,
says, We don’t eat to be filled. We eat to not go hungry. I want to forgive
the word devour, the fullness it welcomes. My cheeks qat-stuffed
with grape leaves, Baba at the dinner table saying, Less, habibti,
less. Who finishes each grain of rice we abandon. Who used to mash
grass into soggy bread to stretch it. We show love through our
appetite. An Arab who can’t eat has lost control of their heart. So has
this country. And I’ve lost control of my wants. I call that hunger.
The moon is full and falling with explosives. People open their mouths to it
like faucet water, let it sit in their empty stomachs, ticking. They wear
starvation the way a girl wears a pink buttercup behind her ear,
handpicked by a shy boy, later lost in the nest of her curls.

trinkets, painted sand, raw silk to bring back, place on a nightstand,
say I was here. Women with lost husbands splay on stained cardboard.
Left creased in dark corners, they grow a fungus. And perhaps
her firstborn died in this spot five years ago. The rest of her babies cry
for anti-parasitic, oven-warm kubz, palms out like cupping
light. I give one the bruised banana in my bag. She kisses her fingertips,
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The alien grimes. It alienates all other tongues. I want to swing the heavy pendulum,
alien my whole mouth. I grease my alien so it glows garnet. The carbon-moon path leads
				
to a necklace of fearless bright aliens. I follow it.

guards remove the women off Lexington. None asks the other, Where are you really
alien? We forget Lady Liberty is flammable & alien, molding a petrified green.

to Avon customers off Lexington, who wore socks worth forty stomachs back home. If an
alien is splayed & dissected, an opal light will fall from its eye & victim that city. No security

island, ask the panthers lapping my shredded blood, Which part of me tastes most
alien? I was a jellyfish before this body. Filmy-dark, slipping off when my mother talked

lessons in the kitchen so he’d no longer be a lack of lampshade in her life. There’s an
alien whirling my veins. My slash-throat burdens weigh it down. I want to swim to remedy

to escaping cars. No one returns the same. I wonder if my mother made an
alien of herself for my father. She said she did it selfishly, countless nights of English

tastes the first salt, I quiet. I didn’t realize I was Arab until one afternoon on the
alien of September. At the same time in Yemen, duffel-bagged babies were strapped

serpent the wind’s exit wound. He says practice is a bluewhite survival. He’s fluent in
alien. On the birthing bed, Mama’s tears fall into my screeching mouth. & when my tongue

the high mountains, twining my hair w/ hawk bones. Then a cousin said, Ukhti, watch me
alien this bullet w/ a flying brain. I catch its falling feathers w/ my teeth. My hands

spinning their yellowed foreign, an angel playing their flute. In Baba’s language,
alien sounds most like stranger, like no community. In Yemen, I loved sharking

guzzle its rapid Arabic. When Mama met him for the first time, she thought
alien & sewed her citizenship into her hijab. But then they slow-danced on a balcony,

Charged & marbling, Baba flies w/ me, shows me where he grew up, & I
alien my way into his country to make it mine—bury my lashes in the dirt,

i thicken the room w/ dim
mirrors & an altar of aliens,
waiting for a sign

despy boutris

monsoon in my throat
Still the scent of sleep, I walk
through the woods, swallowing wind
in mouthfuls. A mile away, my mother fries an egg,
knifes the yolk to watch it pool

the dried-up river’s no fiction.
When my grandmother died, my mother
didn’t cry, and neither did I. We feel homesick
for nowhere, eyes searching latte spume
for fortunes, laughter devolving into dust
in our throats. Sometimes life is a minor key.
Sometimes it’s an ocean of flames.

on her plate. She spends days pulling weeds
from the garden, prickly daughters
she can throw away. Unlike me—
my mistakes lengthen like gossamer,
and I search for an oak in which to build
a better home. I think the newspaper’s
obituary section should include the trees.
And the sound of breeze through leaves
is no aria. More mourning song.
We die in so many ways daily:
sunburned skin flaking like a pastry, nostrils
dripping blood. My mother
walks down to the store for milk,
and I recover all the names I’ve been given:
Milkskin, Beanpole, Blue Eyes, One for Whom I Feel
Hunger. I wish life floated on
with flawless grammar, no desire to rewrite
what could have been, no way to know
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some people saw it coming. I didn’t. One day I was working on the
floor, as usual. The next day they called us together. All the machinery
wound down. That left a weird, painful quiet. I swear I remember a
smell of smoke, but probably that’s just because of everything that happened later. Then some guy in a suit, some guy we’d never seen, made a
short speech, said the time had come, and as we walked out, they handed
each of us a check. Two months’ pay. They said this was generous.
We had savings. My wife had part-time work, though the plant closing
put everything else in town in jeopardy. We lay awake at night, worrying,
trying not to let it show to our daughter. We kept saying we’d be all right.
That everything would be all right. That we didn’t need to do anything
drastic.
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Next door, though, they argued, yelled, fought like dogs. Their house
was so close we could hear silverware clank when they ate. They yelled
things at each other that made me flinch.
Something small woke us up. A strange sound, a strange smell, who
knows. But we woke up and realized what was happening and rushed
our daughter outside.
That fire threw some serious heat. If the wind had been blowing,
maybe it would have taken our house, too. As it was, the volunteer firefighters contained it. The next day the state police came and said there
were no bodies. I told them that seemed like good news, but they said
maybe. It was a clear case of arson, they said. They put your house and
your daughter’s life at risk, they told me. Miserable people do dumb
things.
I’m told the insurance company paid nothing. The bank got the
wreck. That August, they leveled it. That got me some work, tearing
apart my former neighbor’s house, throwing charred wood and even a
mounted deer’s head into a giant dumpster. Then it was gone. Covered
up with dirt and grass seed. The cement steps from the sidewalk now
lead nowhere.
I look at it from our living room. The silence is some relief. We never
heard from the Blackwells again. They are as gone as the house. Though
the smell of smoke still hangs in the air, especially after it rains, and obviously we remember them, their screaming, their desperation.
Maybe they wanted the money. Maybe it was an unintentional, honest mistake and they got scared. Maybe they had to do something dramatic to leave.
Though now we’re nearly out of money, too. Some days I wish they’d
burned our house. We’d be blameless and free.
Yesterday I lit a match in the basement. I watched it burn. That small
flame looked identical to large ones, orange, white, black, steady, eating
the wood. So small, so close, capable of changing everything. ◆
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aimee seu

postlapsarian
There are train tracks beyond the back gate.
My mother stands there to watch the geese
forsake her. A small woman with a million voices;
some of them love me. Those are the train tracks
that took my dog. And where one of my brothers broke a bottle
on the other’s face in the dark in the heat of the summer.
And I heard their struggle from the upstairs bedroom,
but my brother’s blood did not call out to God.
He came in and woke me and we picked
the green glass out from the fragile eyelid
and the shards looked like crystal falling from his ear.
The blood rinsed down the drain without ever
touching the earth. Nine is the number of disharmony.
That January I turned nine, resolving to be my own
mother and god. There are lilacs in the backyard
and green beans that grow without tending.
When we asked the doctor
how much time my father had, he put one
of my mother’s fingers on the ultraviolet image
of the heart and one on the encroaching sickness.
She held her hands very steady and very straight
as if keeping a string taut between them
for someone else to cut. This is how much time.
The cancer looked like storm clouds and the heart
like a tangle of highway with some roads that let out
to nowhere. Thousands of miles from my mother’s house
I wake at 2:09 every night when the loudest train
would be passing, its windows pouring light onto the gate,
the lilacs, the green bean vines and the dark,
each shaft of light an open mouth
making the hollow promise of somewhere else.
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joppenbergh mountain
The migraines descend each time
like miners into a mine.
The shut cage inches down the elevator shaft
from the crown of my skull
to the base
of the frontal lobe,
where each one exits with its packed lunch
and pickaxe.
Against the backs of my eyes they begin
with slow considered hacks
before the drill is taken out,
and what’s bored goes all the way
to the socket. Sudden bits of light
and toothed machines

Suddenly, something very cold
the further we went and the sound
of water running. Bats strewn
along the ceiling like unlit bulbs
taking off. Where he was I couldn’t see,
the black so thick we became
only two more things consumed
by it. We continued like this for a time
until we came upon a single pillar of ice.
It rose solid from the floor to the top of the mine
thick as the trunk of a tree, and from it fell
a small round aperture of light.
When my father stepped in it
I could see, a little, the wonder
on his face. How rare and unrefined,
how like the mineral
the miner, in descending,
hopes to bring up to the surface.

starting up. In Rosendale
the mines are limestone and hollow
out the bottom
of the Joppenbergh Mountain.
I found them with my father.
We went into their silence,
which I didn’t know then was like walking
into his dark and unknowable arms.
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mark wagenaar
ascension day
ernesto walked through four different conversations as he crossed the
factory floor from the toilet back to the twenty-ton press—Miguel giving his Marvel movie spiel, our culture doesn’t know how to deal with
death, therefore no hero dies and stays dead, that’s the trick, how to stay
dead; Satish the welder shaking his head on what he’d lost gambling on
cricket last night; Victor showing Wendel the roller where Dino got his
arm caught last week, an arm he would never use again; and Jamie saying
to Alonso the foreman that globalism is a nice way of saying empire as
Pete jumped up and started the forklift, where Kevin waited for him.
He nodded and slapped his end of the metal sheet. Kevin lifted his end
and they laid the six-foot strip into the jaws of the press. The upper half
of the ten-foot high machine hummed down, struck the metal, and the
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sheet was lifted to a seventy-five degree angle as the press bit an edgelong
crease into it. The press hummed back up, and they flipped the sheet
and repeated the process for the other side, then set it on a pile on a cart.
“No kids this weekend, my friend,” Kevin said and smiled. “It’s Friday. You know what that means—put on those dark New York jeans and
get those hips moving.”
He stepped forward and back as his hands circled the air beside him.
“One and two and three, four.”
He looked over. “How’m I doing?”
“Salsa in steel toes,” Ernesto said. “Not bad.”
Kevin one-and-twoed over to him and twirled him. Even as Ernesto
was laughing as he turned on his one good knee, he was thinking of
Gisela, the moment this morning where he didn’t know if it was her
hands or her hair on his chest. Stilling her hips to tell him as she stared
down from above him through her glasses, her dark hair falling around
him, I know it’s tough there, just keep going—this is a moral choice
you’re making, working this job every day. She kissed him then, her
body, her body with its two heartbeats, beginning to move again.
Wendel saw them and started hitting the beat with a wrench on the
roller.
“Gonzo’s right over there, Astaire,” Ernesto said. "Gonzo Alonso,
who wrote you up for looking at him wrong."
There’s gotta be something else out there, he said this morning.
“Who cares,” Kevin said. “What’s he gonna do, it’s 4:30, time to
sweep up.” He took a step forward and leaned into Ernesto’s ear. “It’s
the last Friday of the month, remember.”
Ernesto looked out the bay door. The building L-hooked around so
he could look out the door of the production floor and see Receiving,
where Abe would soon be, with his suitcase of cash.
He hit the red button to shut the press down. They wheeled the cart
with the finished fenders beside the machine. Victor was already at a
push broom, as Wendel worked a pump cart back to the wall. The others
were stacking, tidying, and Pete was already at one of the sinks washing
his hands.
Everyone finished a little before five. They sat on chairs, shooting the
shit. Kev pulled out his red box of du Mauriers and lit one and watched
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the smoke drift up. Then it was just the two of them, plus Gonzo. Kev
said they would lock up tonight, and Gonzo walked out the door, easy
as that.
They walked through the factory and over to the other bay door. Two
smokes later, Abe rolled in, his F-350 dually pulling a trailer. He walked
up with his battered briefcase, shook each of their hands, and asked what
they had for him.
“Just shy of 3000 pounds stainless,” Kev said.
“How shy?” he asked.
“Hundred pounds or so,” Kev said. “You know I keep close track.”
“So at twenty cents a pound,” Abe began.
“Twenty cents my ass,” Kev said. “Thirty or get out.”
“You know the price of scrap fluctuates,” Abe said.
“Fluctuates,” Kev said. “Hot shit, Wendell Buffett is here.”
Abe shrugged. “It depends upon the Chinese demand.”
They continued back and forth, Ernesto again thinking of Gisela’s
words this morning—and there she was, right on time, in their green
Camry, waving through the windshield at him as she pulled into a parking spot outside the production door. Then he turned his back on the
extra cash. On the jogger stroller and crib that was on The Price Is Right.
He turned his back on the tool chest, a new muffler for the Camry.
“I’m done with this,” he said. They both looked at him.
“What the hell,” Kev began, but the rest of his words were lost to
Ernesto as he walked to the car.
She wolf-whistled out the passenger window as he walked up. He
smiled and walked around the car and opened her door. He took her
hand as she climbed out.
“What are we doing,” she said.
He shook his head and smiled and walked her into the bay door on the
production floor. Gripped her waist with his oil- and grime-lined hands
and lifted her into the steel half-cage that was still forked by the lift’s tines.
“What is this?” she asked, a hand smoothing across her belly.
“You ready?” he said as he started it. He pulled down a lever and the
cage began to rise as Gisela shrieked in delight. It kept rising as she looked
down on all sides. She lifted her hand at the top and hooked her finger
around the cage beneath one of the fluorescent lights on the ceiling.
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He lowered the cage to head height and slowly drove out the bay door,
following her smile into the evening light. ◆
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laura marshall
mermaids at the
end of the world
i want to be a mermaid, I said.
Or something like that. Maybe my mother told me I’d been swimming like a mermaid in the creek that afternoon, or I’d recently read a
book about a mermaid. In any case I somehow indicated that I had a
desire to be half fish and live in the salt and the seaweed of the Gulf (or
perhaps the ocean, but it wasn’t for another ten years that I would see a
body of water larger than the Gulf).
“You know, Mattie, everyone’s part mermaid, really,” my grandmother said over the hiss of the shrimp dropping into the oil. She had
flour up to her elbows and sprinkled across the front of her lavender
robe, and her fingers were thick with yellow cornmeal batter.
“Don’t say it like that. I don’t need my child drowning in the bath-
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tub because she thinks she can breathe underwater,” my mother muttered while she yanked her comb through a knot in my wet hair. She had
rinsed it twice with her milky conditioner, the good kind she bought
from a department store, but still my head was matted with tangles and
snags. Then she stopped abruptly, the comb at the nape of my neck like
alligator teeth.
“Did you hear something?” my mother asked. Bay St. Louis was a
town haunted by screen doors: phantom creaks and slams that echoed
through the pines, searching, having nowhere else to go.
“Dunno,” I said.
My grandmother’s eyes darted toward the doorway to the living room
for a second before she continued. “It’s true, though.”
“Really? Mama Jean.”
“Really. Once upon a time, there were no people, just fish. Little fish,
big fish. And there were these really big fish, dinosaur sort of fish, but
you know, swimming dinosaurs kind of, and they”—she paused to turn
down the burner—“they were eating all of the little fish. So the little fish
saw the land and knew they had to live there to get away from the bigger
fish. They kept reaching and reaching for the shore, and eventually they
grew arms. Then the legs, later. To walk. But first they were humans
with tails. That’s why mermaids existed.”
She spooned the first batch of shrimp onto a plate to drain, dropped
in more, wiping sweat from her forehead and leaving a smudge of batter
in its place. Her hair was wrapped up in gray-blue foam rollers; she’d
sleep with them like that for two nights and not leave the house the
whole time they were in.
I was shivering from sitting with my wet hair in the path of the air
conditioner that had rusted into the window pane. It droned the mild
hum of cicadas, or like the power lines on the main road when it got
humid: bzzzzinginingbzzzzzzzz. I pulled my knees into my chest, tucking them underneath my oversized t-shirt. Outside it was that kind of
heat that choked you, but inside my grandmother’s kitchen my nose was
starting to run from the cold.
My mother snorted. “I don’t think they looked like Ariel, though,”
she said, setting the comb on the table before tapping me on the waist
with her long red fingernails. I stood and leaned forward onto the table-
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cloth to reach the first bite, droplets of water falling from my forehead
onto the olive-colored tablecloth that was permanently coated in a sheen
of grease. “Mattie, stop it, you’ll burn your tongue,” she said.
I ignored her and scalded myself anyway, like I always did, too hungry
to notice; the next morning my Frosted Flakes would taste like Styrofoam, and I would begrudgingly admit to myself that she’d been right.
“Stay in here,” she said, and got up from the table and went to the
living room window to peek through the dusty plastic venetian blinds.
“Aren’t there any left?” I asked after swallowing. There had to be—
the satiny green tails, the hair that never wove itself into a net like mine
did—anything I could see so clearly in my head had to be real.
“Well, they still had to grow legs. I just told you. So what would that
make them then?”
“Us?”
“That’s right. That’s how mermaids became human.”
we hadn’t left under any mysterious circumstances, like late at
night. I remember my mother picking me up on the last day of school
and saying that we were going to spend the week at my grandmother’s
house. She made a big presentation of being excited about it, like she
had some kind of surprise planned, but when we arrived at my grandmother’s, there was nothing to show for the tone of her voice, save for
the usual indulgences that grandparents offer: Coke and root beer, cable,
the VCR, candy. I wasn’t disappointed exactly. It felt more like a match
striking at the bottom of my stomach.
My father had just shipped out two days before. He had done something else once, something on the oil rigs, but one night when I was still
in kindergarten, he came home with his leg in a cast and he never went
back. It was the only time in my life that I saw him every day for an entire
summer. He seemed delighted with the time off: lazily drinking Coors
and saying that things would be better now. I’d crawl onto his lap, which
normally annoyed him even as it charmed him, and he’d say, Make a
list of the books you want, Mattie. You won’t have to give them back to the
library anymore. We can buy them soon. Then I’d scratch his beard with
my fingernails until he started to snore, sour-and-sweet beer scent floating out with each exhale. My mother would even kiss him occasionally,
after bringing him a plate or before leaving for work.
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After that, he would drive down to the water with one of the other
crew members and they’d be gone sometimes for a few weeks, leaving
my mother with the car. It always smelled brown and bitter, like old
cigarette smoke, though I had never seen either of my parents smoking.
I always sat in the back on the passenger side, forever pulling at a tear
in the dark blue upholstery and poking at the yellow foam that tried to
make its way out. By the time we got to Mama Jean’s house that Friday, I
had a handful of it rolled into a ball that I chucked out the window onto
the interstate.
I asked about him when the first week became the second week.
Mostly out of curiosity: I was used to him being gone for stretches, so
it’s not quite like I missed him. I didn’t think I did anyway. I assumed
that felt like hunger, empty aching that turned to pain that you eventually forgot after a while.
“When will we see Dad?” I would ask, and my mother would just turn
a page of her magazine, barely lifting her gaze, and say the same thing: “I
don’t know, baby. Soon. He’s still working.”
“He’s never been out working for this long.”
“Sure he has, baby. You just don’t remember.”
The second week turned into a third, and then a month. It was July
and raining every day in short, monstrous flashes, and the thunder
would rattle the picture frames on the wall. Questions about my father
turned into questions about going back to school.
“Third grade is the same as second, anyway, baby, and you already
read the fifth grade books,” is what my mother answered. She smiled, her
lips that electric pink of faded Revlon red.
But most of my books were still at home next to my bed. At my grandmother’s I had only two chapter books I’d reread twice, and instead of a
bed there was a pull-out sofa in the living room.
That sofa bed was larger than my bed at home, taking up the entire
living room at Mama Jean’s. It was still, at the time, referred to as the
“new” couch, although it was the hallmark brown plaid of the mid-1980s
and thus acquired some eight or nine years before that summer. It was
too big for me, and in it I felt lost at sea, choosing one side before rolling
to the other before winding up in the sagging center. I took to sleeping
in the overstuffed beige armchair, sitting upright with my knees tucked
into my shirt and my shoulder leaned into the seat’s back, wrapped in a
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quilt. Every night I would fall asleep in the chair, lulled by the tick of the
clock and the hum of the ceiling fan, and every morning I would wake
up on the sofa, moved by mother in the night.
my mother had taken a second job at the casino by mid-summer, and
I was with Mama Jean and the TV most of the day. There was a tropical
storm forming somewhere out past Florida, starting to spiral like a music
box ballerina, so we watched reports even though it was too far away to
constitute actual news. Then there was the creek that fed the river that
fed the Gulf, and there were the pine and cypress trees around us, and
there was an old tin of broken crayons, older than I was, maybe as old as
my mother. And I had a sort-of part-year friend down the road, Lindy,
who was a grade below me and had straight, knotty hair too. Hers was
dirty blonde, but it looked as dark as mine when it was wet, so we pretended to be twins. I only saw her once or twice a year since it was her
grandmother’s house that she was visiting too. There were no kids in
the city, no one really my mother’s age either. The town was only grandmothers, sometimes grandfathers: the people left behind.
Lindy and I went down to the water and dug our toes into the sand
and clay while Mama Jean stayed ashore and fanned herself with one of
my mother’s magazines. The water was only a foot deep or so where we
were (you can drown in two inches of water, I heard my mother say in my
head), and if you looked by the bank you could find tadpoles and minnows. I had just scooped a tadpole into my cupped hands when Lindy
asked, “Why are you still here?”
“I don’t know,” I said.
“And your Dad ain’t here?”
“No. He’s working out on the boat.”
She raised her eyebrows. Later I would recognize it as the first time
I saw that expression that women give each other so often, suggestive
of an alarm or judgement they want you to ask them about but don’t
want to say outright. I’d know it well in ten or fifteen years, but for the
moment I just asked, “What?” I released my catch back into the wild.
“I don’t know. I’m just sayin’.”
“What?”
“You don’t think they’re getting a divorce?”
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“No. Maybe.”
“Is he going with y’all for the hurricane if it comes?”
“I don’t know. Ain’t a hurricane yet, anyway.”
I cupped my hands again and dipped them into the water. A flash of
silver caught the edge of my thumb before disappearing into the pebbles
below.
Later that night while I was taking a bath, trying to catch bubbles
in my hands to practice for more tadpoles, I heard my mother come in
from work and start talking to my grandmother. Soon she was whispering, but shout-whispering, like rain pelting a window. I could hear her
nails tapping against the frame of the kitchen door.
“Nowhere. No more. She can’t be outside like that this close.”
“Deborah, it’s just the other little girl—she needs to play with
other—”
“Not. Again. Or we’ll have to leave, Mother. Do you understand?”
I was struck by nothing in this conversation aside from the identification of my grandmother as “Mother” by my own mother. On the rare
occasions I heard her say it, I had to stop and process it like I was translating another language. It seemed impossible that my grandmother
was once a mother only, and my mother a baby, a child, an adolescent.
The way Mama Jean wove indulgence into her home and had calmness
etched into her face made her seem like something that transcended the
normal steps of biology, like she manifested as a grandmother and had
never known any other existence.
The next morning my mother woke me up by tickling my feet. “Do
you want to go out to the bookstore in the outlet mall?”
“Really?” I was buried under the quilt, and my mind was still cloudy,
but the thought of crispy new pages cut through.
“Really.” She went to the window and flipped the blinds open, releasing rays of light like birds.
“Can I get two?”
“You can get even more.”
I threw the quilt off and she laughed, her bleached hair turning white
in the sunlight. We put on sundresses and she tucked her hair into a
white sunhat and mine into a floppy straw one, giving me a pair of her
big tortoiseshell sunglasses. We drove an hour and a half north with the
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windows down, through miles of green, blaring Dolly Parton and Linda
Ronstadt cassette tapes. We pulled into the lot and I began to take off the
straw hat, which had made my scalp start to sweat and itch.
“Mattie, leave the hat on. You look so glamorous.”
I made what I thought was a glamorous pose, with one hand on my
hip and one pulling down the sunglasses to my nose. We both laughed.
“It’s too itchy, though,” I said, and pulled it, letting my hair tumble
down.
“Mattie,” she said, her voice suddenly broken-glass sharp. “You have
to wear the hat if you want to go into the store.”
“What?” Tears formed in my voice before they did in my eyes.
“I’m sorry, honey, I didn’t mean to be mad. It’s just—Mama doesn’t
want us to run into anyone we know here.”
“Why?
“Oh, you know. Sometimes you just want to be on your own, with
nobody in your business. You know?”
I nodded because on some level I did understand this. Like at recess
when I’d want to read but someone tried to get me to play kickball. A
few hours later, my mother had three shopping bags full of clothes for
her and Mama Jean, and I had all of the Little House on the Prairie books
and Charlotte’s Web. That was all I needed.
by august, i had finished the books and Lindy was gone. I had been
sitting on the back porch, waiting for any living thing to be my friend,
a squirrel or a raccoon maybe, but ended up with only the mosquitoes.
I was covered in bites, even under my clothes, red-and-white welts that
had me clawing at my skin. My mother would scold me for this too, since
there had been another report on the news about a boy my age dying
from encephalitis.
Use more bug spray, she would tell me. Kids only die two ways out here.
But if she was bitten up, she would say, There’s no getting away from
them. Death, taxes, mosquitoes.
When the cicadas started getting louder, I went into the bathroom
and started digging through the cabinet under the sink. Somewhere was
a bottle of Dr. Tichenor’s oil, which smelled of peppermint toothpaste
and stung your skin but helped with the itching. Since we had more or
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less moved into Mama Jean’s house, my mother’s bottles and devices had
overcrowded the mildew-smelling shelves. I started to take things out,
one by one. Styling cream in a purple jar, a silver hairspray can, pink
plastic razors, Vaseline in a cloudy plastic container that was of the same
era as the tin of crayons, and then, I could see it, the glass bottle, tinted
blue, either by design or discoloration.
The last thing in its way was the pink tampon box, still a mystery to
me, still something my mother wouldn’t answer questions about. I had
looked at the diagrams on the box’s side panel, trying to make sense of
them—how were you supposed to pee?—but had never looked inside it
before. Mama Jean was at the stove, so I lifted the tab.
A man’s face stared back at me. I had never seen an ocean, and I had
never seen a twenty-dollar bill. Or a stack of them.
I thrust it back, hurriedly. I felt like I’d walked in on my mother changing clothes or broken something I was warned not to touch.
“Mattie, come eat,” called Mama Jean. I snatched the Dr. Tichenor’s
bottle, messily slathered its contents onto my skin, and shoved everything back into the cabinet. I ran to the table. I reeked of peppermint.
The next evening I looked again, just to see that I hadn’t imagined it.
It was still there, but the stack seemed to have shrunk by about a third.
I decided not to ask about it. It was a blip, a fluke. By the time the
police asked me if my mother ever bought me anything fancy or if I’d
ever seen a lot of money, I said no. It had dissolved into a dream, hazy
and willowy. It was like a mermaid, maybe—it had been real once but
wasn’t anymore.
i was trying to catch a lizard on the back porch while thunder
cracked overhead. I had taken a plastic cup from the kitchen and made
a sort of house with twigs and leaves and rainwater, and I was thinking
about encephalitis, how it felt for your brain to not fit inside your head.
And then I heard a long, low creak.
Screen doors tell on everyone. Not enough oil in the world to fix
them. We had a little can just like the Tin Man’s, and every week my
grandmother would squeeze it onto the hinges, ka-plunk, ka-plunk, the
sound just like in the movie. But still it would screech and whine.
This creaking was the slow kind of someone trying to be quiet but
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making things worse by dragging it out. I crept inside the back door and
toward the living room, where the TV was on, showing the strengthening hurricane edging through the Gulf, past Florida, getting closer to us
(approachinghundredmileanhourwinds). And then I heard half-speak,
half-shout, rapid as gunfire. A deep voice followed by Mama Jean’s murmuring. All I could make out over the TV was a low no, coming from
Mama Jean, only distinguishable because it was one syllable.
By the time I was close enough to hear more, the deep voice had also
been reduced to murmuring. I heard the screen door slam again, and a
second later I caught the brown, burning scent of cigarette smoke. The
velvety blue of the car and the prickly brush of my father’s beard manifested on the skin of my hands. The screen door slammed with a piercing
ring, and Mama Jean closed the wooden door behind it and locked the
deadbolt.
I started to turn back around, but Mama Jean, like she’d seen me from
the back of her head, said, “It’s going to storm, Mattie. Stay inside.”
I fell asleep on the couch and woke in the morning to the screen door
opening and closing, again and again. My mother was running back and
forth between the porch and the car, piling bags inside. She told me to
get dressed.
“Get dressed, Mattie. We’re leaving.”
I rubbed my eyes. “Why?”
“There’s a hurricane, silly. You’ve seen the news.”
“But—”
“Up.”
“Where are we going?”
“Anywhere.”

I didn’t understand until later that the governor had made evacuation
mandatory, that they were coming around looking for people. It turns
out we left just before the hurricane that did her whole neighborhood in
would hit. It wasn’t even a bad one, really. But we knew it would happen
eventually. It was almost systematic, our turn in line.
My mother had gone out to make one last stop to get food and bottled water while Mama Jean and I sat watching the TV, which flipped
between images of the swirling green mass over the water and the empty
shelves at grocery stores.
“Mattie, you still want to be a mermaid?” Mama Jean asked.
“Yeah.”
“Maybe you will be,” she said, not moving her eyes from the screen.
“Everything goes back to what it was.”
“What it was?”
“If the water keeps coming the way it is, there won’t be any more land
soon. We’ll have to swim. We’ll all be mermaids at the end of the world.
We’ll have to learn to breathe underwater, and our legs will become fins
again.”
“And there will only be mermaids, and no more people,” I said,
half-asking. I laughed a little, but she didn’t.
“That’s right,” she said. “No more.”
She turned up the volume, sighed, and we waited for the world to be
cast out to sea. ◆

i think in a way i knew we’d never see my father or the house again.
Then, after she died a few years later, I couldn’t remember my grandmother in images, just in smells and sounds. Onions, garlic, seafood and
the sizzle of it cooking, the thunder that made the picture frames on the
walls rattle, the heat of the concrete porch steps when the sun bore down
on them, the air conditioner in the kitchen, the smell of earth after rain.
I remember looking at the house out of the rear window of the car, the
cypress trees sagging over the roof, trying to protect it.
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sandy longhorn

sister, you have made me fear
that my heart is pebbled small,
my body more bile than blood,
my true name another word
for spiteful. You sweep the porch
each night and send the dead
whirling. Your mouth grim-set,
your eyes hard-pressed to seek
the horizon, you swing the broom
intent on making tidy.
I am halted, bent, seized.
In the next life, we will be born
whole, under a fat moon, all
our bones well-oiled, muscles
properly knit. Something
will cushion the blows;
something will call us home.

interview
heather bell adams

patricia henley
a finalist for the 1999 national book award and the New Yorker
Best Book Awards, Patricia Henley’s Hummingbird House tells the story
of Kate Banner, an American midwife, and Father Dixie Ryan, a Catholic priest, whose paths cross in the 1980s as Guatemala grapples with the evils
of war. Haywire Books recently published a special twentieth anniversary
edition of the novel, which features a foreword by Steve Yarbrough, an author Q&A, and a readers’ guide.
heather bell adams
The material you tackle in Hummingbird House seems just as critical
today as when the novel was first published. In particular, the story explores
the role of women and children in times of violence and the sacrifices people
make to help others in need. Understanding there are no easy answers, do
you have certain aspirations about the intended impact of this anniversary
edition?
patricia henley
When I was finishing this book, I had lunch with an agent in New York
and she looked me squarely in the eyes and said, “Patricia, no one’s interested in Central America.” That may be less so now, given the border and
immigration issues. I hope that new readers may come to Hummingbird
House to discern the circumstances out of which Central Americans flee.
hba
At one point in the narrative, Kate says, “At border crossings you know
without doubt how little you control your own destiny.” If Kate could see
firsthand the current crisis along the border between the United States and
Mexico, how do you imagine she would react?
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ph
Kate would probably be on the front lines, distributing food and medicines, caring for people.
hba
The concept of figurative borders arises as Kate spends more time with
Dixie. There is a lovely moment when they are wrapped up in blankets and
sitting side by side in separate chairs. They talk, fall silent, and talk again.
Kate references the journey they’ve been on and their resulting intimacy.
“When I looked at him,” she says, “… I trusted him in spite of all we had
not discussed and I wanted to be in his presence.” They remain separate
and yet gradually cross symbolic borders until their lives intertwine. You’ve
spoken about not wanting Kate to be “consoled” by love and the ending of
the novel hearkens back to this refrain. Did you know all along how the relationship between Kate and Dixie would develop and ultimately resolve?
ph
No, I did not. It’s always rather interesting to write about the development of intimacy and I think I wanted them to be together. As the novel
went on, it became apparent that they could not be together in the long
haul. That came out of the notion that romantic love, all those old love
songs Kate’s aunts sing, all the stress on romantic love as the be-all and
end-all in our culture—all that can have the effect of limiting our view
of the wider world. The pursuit of the accouterments of contemporary
coupling and the need to earn a living in a costly world have a way of
keeping us from choosing some real work, some activist work that desperately needs to be done. That’s a generalization. Someone’s bound to
jump on me for it!
hba
In your novel In the River Sweet, the married characters of Ruth Anne
and Johnny remain in love and, although Ruth Anne harbors a secret
from her past, their relationship is portrayed very tenderly. To what extent
is it possible to nurture romantic relationships without being lulled into
complacency?
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ph
I am not the person to ask! I’ve been married and divorced three times.
hba
Upon rereading Hummingbird House, I was especially struck by how
Kate deals with remorse. At one point, she muses that “regret is a kind
of aggression against yourself. Torment. One way of staying alive.” The
treatment of remorse and regret resonates powerfully. Perhaps this is due
to the first person point-of-view portions of the story, which are set in the
present day, allowing the reader to look back on Kate’s life as she does herself. What prompted you to structure the novel this way?
ph
My first two hundred pages of the first draft were in that present tense
POV. After writing those first two hundred pages, I realized that I knew
much more about the wars in Central America, the history, the people,
and so on, than Kate did. I needed a narrator who could reveal that to
the reader, an omniscient narrator. But I did not want to lose the immediacy of Kate’s voice and her ruminations. That’s how the split POV
structure came into being.
hba
Have you read other authors who have tried the same thing? The Irish
writer, Sebastian Barry, for example, comes to mind for his intimate explorations of nostalgia.
ph
Although I am probably not the first novelist to employ this strategy, no
other work is immediately popping up. I have not read Sebastian Barry,
but I will put him on my list.
hba
Although Kate is in her forties, she continually wrestles with the notion of
personal responsibility and her place in the world. Are you open to an interpretation of Hummingbird House as, to some extent, a coming-of-age
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story—a reminder that we are all, regardless of age or personal circumstances, capable of growth?

My sense is that in short fiction the writer needs to jump into the action
fairly quickly, at least to set the scene without excessive exposition.

ph
Of course! Let’s hope we are all capable of becoming better people at any
age. I belong to a private Facebook group of women over forty and I love
the members’ stories of transformation and growth.

ph
Some famous writer once said that writing a novel is like marriage and
writing a short story is like a one-night stand. That feels right. Novels
require deep commitment to the subject matter and the story. You need
subject matter that’s worthy of a long book. Much about a novelist’s
life gets shunted aside in order to finish. But a short story—at least a
solid first draft—can sometimes be completed rapidly. When Grace Paley came to Purdue while I was teaching there, a student asked her what
she did when she couldn’t write. Grace said, “I visit my sister.” As if that
were no big deal, not being able to write sometimes. That answer seems
emblematic of what I think of as the short-story lifestyle. It’s more relaxed. You are not necessarily obsessed. The way you have to be to write
a novel.

hba
I understand you made several trips to Central America as you wrote the
novel. Did you embark upon your research in a systematic way—e.g., taking notes to address specific questions—or did you absorb the sights, sounds,
and smells of a place and let them marinate in your mind until you sat
down to write? I’d love for you to share how you were able to so effectively
and beautifully transport the reader.
ph
My first trip was exploratory. I had had a failed love affair and wanted to
do something daring. I had always had an interest in indigenous people
and the Mayans. I went to Guatemala for two months in the summer
of 1989. The story was handed to me by a British doctor and I ran with
it. After that I made four more trips. While in country I would wander, taking notes, with no particular agenda in mind, especially during
the first couple of trips. I wanted to get the sensory details right. Then
I would return to the USA and read about what I’d seen. I remember
once, upon returning, I went to Moe’s Books in Berkeley and bought a
dozen used books about Guatemala that I found on the shelves there. I’d
squirrel away and read and then the need would arise to return to Guatemala. I was teaching at the same time, and also finishing a collection of
short stories (The Secret of Cartwheels), so this process took several years.
hba
In addition to your novels, you’re a celebrated short-fiction writer. As a
reader on Raleigh Review’s fiction staff, I’m curious to hear your thoughts
on the challenges of writing short fiction versus a longer novel-length work.
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hba
Endings for both short stories and novels can be difficult to get right. Did
the ending of Hummingbird House change throughout the revision process or did it come to you fully formed?
ph
It came to me fully formed when I was about three-quarters of the way
through a draft. I wrote it so that I could work toward it.
hba
You’ve shared in previous interviews your belief that small presses have the
dedication and stamina to put out new work. What role do you see small
presses playing as the publishing industry continues to evolve?
ph
Small presses have the nimbleness to publish whomever they want, without thinking of whether that writer will bring in the big bucks. Because
with small press publishing, there are no big bucks. It’s a pure occupa-
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tion. I have huge respect for the editors and publishers who have devoted
themselves to small press publishing. And I’m grateful for the ones who
have published my work.
hba
You’ve worked with MacMurray & Beck, Pantheon, Anchor Books, Graywolf Press, Carnegie Mellon Press, Three Rivers Press, Engine Books, and
now Haywire Books on this anniversary edition of Hummingbird House.
Given your experiences, do you have any advice for writers who are attempting to navigate the publishing waters?
ph
My response may seem trite. Just keep your work out there. Quite a few
writers I work with who want to publish do not spend much time sending out their work. It has to be a task built in to your job as a writer, even
though it feels like something one might prefer to ignore. I suppose we
don’t send out our work enough because of the rejection inherent in the
process. But you learn early to shrug that off. ◆

book review
cassie mannes murray
& lindsay lake

catechesis:
a postpastoral
lindsay lusby

the agha shaid ali prize in poetry, university of utah press

cassie mannes murray
What grows from Lusby’s book for me is the way that she digs into
the land in order to get at myth and fairy tale, and even future. I often think of myth as a thing that other things are built on—the first, or
the grounding of a certain societal creation—a groundbreaking would
be the best word, maybe, but what’s so lush about Lusby’s writing is
that she also sees it as a reckoning and an aftermath. Just thinking about
section titles, I’m really interested in the tie between the first of three
sections of “Woman of the Apocalypse” coming before “Lamb of Law”
and “The Dragon.” In fairy tales, it’s usually the dragon well before the
woman and here the woman is foundational, and her foundation, her
body, so entangled with the body of the land. Did you also find this
compelling, or something you’re thinking about a lot, especially as you
lead 350 Wilmington for climate change activism and face the human
capacity for truth between loving and ignoring the land?
lindsay lake
Lusby’s collection evokes so much of the reckoning and the aftermath
for me, too. By dubbing the woman as foundation, Lusby actually re-
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defines the landscape of myths and fairy tales with these poems. Instead
of using the woman as a prop or a vehicle, Lusby helps her audience understand the “woman of the apocalypse,” through a careful, accessible
building of images as seen through the woman’s nature-driven life stages
and encounters, returning to the woman between each section, so that
all that happens here exists inside the woman of the apocalypse’s frame.
Lusby’s poems mesh the feminist and environmental, and by digging up
and turning over the foundations of myth and fairy tale, these poems
also hold an element of caution and warning. Experiencing these poems
was like circling a warning about treating women poorly as well as treating the earth poorly.
One of the cornerstones of my work with 350 Wilmington is making
sure that our connection to the land isn’t forgotten, and from Lusby’s
collection, I get an overwhelming understanding that the earth is inevitably entwined to our bodies—something we often lose sight of in the
daily hustle and bustle. I’m especially interested in how the woman of
the apocalypse grows throughout the collection. In the first poem, the
woman is mistaken for an apple tree, and in the final section, she births
an apple and expels dandelions. I know you write a lot about girlhood.
What do you think about the journey she portrays here?

the tree of his daughter, but through this act, the girl also imagines herself an entire forest, a bird, only to land on the last poem, which literally
made me shudder, “Forestry (part three),” where Lusby uses the lines:

cmm
I love what you say about this being “an element of caution and warning,”
because this also felt so close to gospel for me, not only in the obvious
terms of catechesis as religious instruction, but the varying degrees perceived by culture between “myth” as folklore, fairy tale—and honestly,
of the land in maybe more of a pagan, ritualistic, and moral way, whereas
“gospel” feels so much more like religious restriction in what is deemed
holy or moral. For me, Lusby is bridging these two ideas through the
study of girlhood. In this instance she’s not using the body of a godly
male figure, but the body of a woman. By tying the idea of catechesis
to myth and fairy tale, Lusby gives the female body rights to the sacred.
What I found most interesting about the evolution of girlhood (and the
sacrosanct) in this book is the inevitable tie to sacrifice, and almost in
ways that make the land experienced through women hallowed ground.
In the opening section, “Woman of the Apocalypse,” a father hacks at

ll
I think scared is the right emotion! I got goosebumps reading this collection, too, and I think that Lusby is grappling with a lot of unsettling
concepts here, especially when we consider her references to The Silence
of the Lambs and Alien. I viewed the middle sections as the speaker growing up and trying to understand and reconcile her identity in this world
of serial killers, cannibals, destructive mothers, and aliens. The collection is rich with recurring motifs that string together all of the different
phases of womanhood: from girlhood to motherhood and the many
stages in between. In “Lamb of Law” and “The Dragon,” Lusby reckons
with what it means to live in a society that turns a blind eye to violence
against women and also labels women as mothers, but then strips them
of their rights and agency.
“Lamb of Law” repaves the mythological landscape to highlight this
violence toward women, often overlooked by the law or made innocent
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If a felled girl falls in a forest
does it sound
inevitable?
As if her sacrifice has always been foretold, and though it breeds imagination and idea, it has always been. As a woman, and as a writer obsessed with girlhood, this “inevitably” feels like a warning that’s already
been written, conceived, and stamped for approval. Is the idea of womanhood, then, directly attached to the idea of offering, even potentially
oblation? If so, then who is the god?
I just scared myself, I think. Did you think the other sections of the
book mirror the first thematically, or does it feel more transformational?
I’m particularly interested in hearing what you think of the mixed media
elements, but also the allusions to The Silence of the Lambs in the section
titled “Lamb of Law.”
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(as lambs are often considered to be) from the law. I can’t think of The
Silence of the Lambs without imagining “Clarice” being whispered into
my ear, a deep shudder traveling down my spine. But what makes these
poems stick out from the source material for me is the absence of Hannibal Lecter. In “Lamb of Law” only a general “he” is referenced, and
though the titles are coming from his words, we don’t see Hannibal
Lecter in these poems at all. There is no Hannibal Lecter goading Clarice, playing cat-and-mouse with people’s lives; instead, we have Lusby
shaking the speaker’s shoulders, urging, “Tell me what you see,” asking,
“Why do you think he removes their skins?” The collages accompanying
each poem cement this desire of the speaker and audience to open their
eyes toward this violence. By practically giving each reader a shovel and a
pair of gloves, Lusby makes us active in unearthing Catechesis.
Digging through the collages in “Lamb of Law,” you can find all
sorts of body parts: a skull resting next to a sprig of a purple flower (the
hooded skullcap) and a foot next to a violet (birdfoot violet). Paired with
the poems in this section, I can’t help but be haunted by autopsies of
murdered women or the idea of finding a body in the woods. In this
collection, flowers can grow from spinal cords, but there are still women
being murdered—killed and planted in the ground. There are still body
parts scattered among the pages.
In “The Dragon,” the poems shift from focusing on violence done
to women to violence caused or perpetrated by women. We have birth,
but it’s not as simple as having a child, watching it grow older and being
happy. In “Lamb of Law” and the earlier “Woman of the Apocalypse”
sections, Lusby taught us about how brutal society can be to women,
warning us about what happens when we treat women horribly. All of
the poem titles here are quoted from Alien, where mothers are depicted
as dangerous and devouring. The child here seems to resemble an alien
more than a human baby, which raises the vital question of what can
happen to both a mother and a child when both are the products of a
society that has stringent expectations of motherhood and girlhood, but
lacks support for their rights and agency.
It’s as if the oblation you were talking about is perhaps nested somewhere here, in the expectations of society; perhaps women are being sacrificed on the altar of the status quo?
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Lusby introduces a new creation myth of pinching and molding in
her final poem, “Interlude (again)”:
Pinch her:
she will mold herself
around that touch.
Even through the father’s hacking, the murders, and the violence, the
woman becomes a forest. She is not only a single tree, but an entire community of trees; she is stronger. The woman has no hands, and imagines herself a bird. The woman will always be hurt, but no matter the
circumstance—the cannibals and the destroyers—the woman will make
due in spite of the pinch. It’s almost as if every woman is living her own
apocalypse.
I’m curious about your take on the collages—did you also find them
haunting? Each time I revisit this collection, I discover something new
to unpack and chew on. How do you think all of these elements and
threads—girlhood, nature, sacrifice, myth, violence—are living together
and supporting one another?
cmm
Similarly to what you say about finding something new every time you
open the collection, I found myself wondering by the end if Lusby was
sort of Frankensteining a woman’s body between collage and poem.
For instance, after “Lamb of Law,” we get the second “Woman of
the Apocalypse” section, which opens with “The Girl with Cloven
Feet.” I couldn’t help but imagine the sound of those feet as we move
through the next quartet of poems: “Trespass,” “Trade,” “Trigger,” and
“Tremble,” which is not only a short story when placed together but the
continuous “T” alliteration mimics the tapping of cloven feet. As with
the other “Woman of the Apocalypse” sections that came before, this
section does not have any mixed media—it is just the girl and the myth
facing down the white space.
I found this especially interesting, because it’s as if Lusby was paying
attention to the transitional phases of a woman’s life—and within these
phases, “Lamb of Law” and “The Dragon,” she elicits more of the nat-
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ural world, both body and land, to enunciate transitional phases, which
procure more than poetry, but drawing, writing, finding, creating. I
would argue that “The Dragon” is representative of motherhood, and
therefore inevitable death within rebirth. The collages mirror this idea
with representations of anatomical butterflies, the found poem ending
on “marked with red,” the teeth that must fall out to grow back, the
handwriting that reads “As Above, So Below,” and my personal favorite
the false dragonhead with the stem of a spine, as if women are carrying
everything on their backs, always looking both forward and backward
as life does.
And then of course the final “Woman of the Apocalypse” section
opens with “Girl Who Gave Birth to an Apple,” which is a reference to
the biblical fall, but intertwined with the immaculate conception. Is the
apocalypse, then, also the fall? Time works in layered ways so well in this
collection that it is as if at any point you are also at every point that came
before and every point that will come after. As if the apocalypse isn’t a
moment to be waited out, but always happening. Lusby opens the poem
(and section) with:
Some might call it a miracle:
this immaculate fruit dropping
from her womb
like windfall.
Only after that poem to title the rest within the section with images
often related to death: “Worms,” “Ditchweed,” and “Roadkill.” What
I love about this death, though, is that it’s both fullness and hunger,
girlhood and womanhood, myth and mangle, each beautiful thing
matched exactly to its eventual decay. We have come full circle, yet by the
end we’ve only just reached “Interlude (again)”—a pause in the action,
a quick breath, where it seems a girl has more choices than just “to be
a tree / or be the forest,” but can be a trick, a plaything, full, waiting,
molded, touchable; she can be nature itself or the thing that destroys it.
She is not only of the apocalypse, but is the apocalypse—a hybrid: timeless, the offspring of nature and body, root and burn. ◆
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